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IBEBDflPCglOH 

According to Poincare, the theory of groups underlies many of 

the ideas in Euclid* s geometry^ • The modern career of the 

theory begins with Lagrange, who in Befloxiono aur la resolution 

algebrique dea equations, a group of papers published in the 

Memoirs of the Berlin Academy during the years 1770 and 1771' , 

"practically established ... the theorem that the order of a 

subgroup Is a divisor of the order of the group" Abel used 

groups to prove that equations of degree higher than the 

fourth can not generally be solved in terms of radicals. Galois, 

the first to apply the tern "group" in a technical sense (1830), 

determined by means of groups the solvability of algebraic 

equations. 

Cauchy’s publications (IBIS, 1844, 1845-46) referred to 

"systems of conjugate substitutions". Cauchy gradually came to 

consider the subject as more than a servant of the theory of 

equations and gave it independent status as the theory of 

abstract groups. 

To Jordan goes the credit for recognising the significance 

of quotient groups^. 

Sophua lie, collaborating with Felix Klein and Friedrich 

Engel, investigated particularly the continuous groups. 

/ 

Mora recently Hie Cart an has examined the relation 

between the idea of continuous abstract groups and the basic 

concepts of topology. Many of the properties of certain large 

classes of groups are logical consequences of the fact that 

these groups can be topologlsed so that tha resulting spaces 

(1) Josephine 2. Burns,. (2), Lagrange}(3), Cajori0 (4) Hiller. 



satisfy certain conditions* notably the Kausdorff second axiom of 

countability* 

The present paper ia taken largely from Pontrjagin*o 

Topological Groups, which gives a monographic account of recent 

developments in this branch of group theory* 
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I. ABSTRACT GROUPS 

1, The concept of groups 

[l»l| A set G of elements over which a binary operation is defined 

constitutes a group, provided the operation (which we shall call 

multiplication, regardless of how it my be defined, in any 

special case) satisfies the group axiom: 

i) With every ordered pair a, b, of elements in G the 

EEultiplication associates a third element c in G<* 

We ©agrees the relation in this fora: ab^ e, 

ii) The multiplication is associative; i«e., if a, b, e 

are any eluents in G, (ab)c =a(bc), (We shall 

simply write the product as abe,) 

iii) G contains a right identity e: an element such that 

ae s»a for every element a in G« 

iv) Every element a in G has a right inverse: an element 

a**1 in G with the property aa”1 a e. 

If the multiplication is commutative, the group is abelian. 

If the group G contains only a finite number n of elements, 

it is a finite group of order n, otherwise, it is Infinite, 

(1.2) A right inverse element a"1- of the element a is also a left 

inverse element of a, and a right identity is also a left identity, 

Ibr by (iv) of [l,lj a“^ has a right inverse b, and we can write 

a~1a = (a-1©)© =(a*’1a)(a*'ib) = a^Jaa^Jb = a*"^ « a-1b; e, 

so that a*^8: e; i.e., a”* is a left inverse of a. We have now 

ea s (aa*’^)aea(a'"^a) =ae «a, and e is a left identity, 

(1.3) We consider the equations 

8Xa b, 

ya= b, 



where a anti b are any two fixed elements in G* If x and y are 

elements in G that constitute solutions of the equations, we have 

x a a“^ox = a”^b, 

ys-yan^s ba“\ 

so that each of the equations has at most one solution in G* 

Uoreover, since ©Ca^bJ *»b and {ba~^}a=b, the values that we have 

found for x and y actually constitute solutions* 

(1*3.1) It folows, in particular, that the identity is unique, since 

it is a solution of the equation ax a; and that the inverse of the 

element a is unique, since it satisfies the equation ax - e* 

(l*3.2) It is now obvious that if wo define, inductively, 

aar eP"ciov (nsl, 2, 3, •*•) with a°= ©, and a"® = (a“^)m, we 

have a%^ » aF+<* and {sP}^ *aP^ for every pair of positive or 

negative integers p and q« 

[l*4r] If for some particular element a there exists an integer m 

such that am= e, there exists a least positive integer n with this 

property, and xw say that the element a has the finite order a* 

If no such integer exists, v/e say that the element is free. 

(1.4*1) If a is of order n and ar* e, n is a divisor of r. For we 

can write r»patq, where 0§q<n, and this gives aPs apn+q _ epaq _ aq. 

Tharefoi’e ar= e implies q = o or q and since O^qcn, q e 0, q. e. d. 

Cl* 5) Examples 

(1.5.1) let the elements in G be the set of all real numbers, and let 

the product of the elements a and b be defined to be the element a b* 

Clearly, G is an abelian group ~ the additive group; its identity is 

the element aero, and the inverse of the element a is the element -a. 

(2*5.2) If the set G is composed of all complex numbers other than 

zero, and if the product of two elements a and b is defined to be the 

arithmetical product ab, then G is an abelian group with the identity 

1; the inverse of a is i* 
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(1.5.3) If the elements of 0 are all the n-rowed square mtrices 
\ ' 

|[aij|| Whose elements are complex numbers and whose determinants 

' differ from zero, and if the product of two matrices Huijll and 

llbijll is. defines to to the aatrli llc.jli , ?,h0rc =13= & aik^j. 

then G is a nonaboHan group (for n>l) with the identity element 

e n Sij , where is the Kroanecker delta (cfc^l when i = 

<£y = 0 when it jl)» 

2. The subgroup and the factor group 

(2.l| notation; If 6 is any group, end A and B are subsets of the set 

G, we denote by AB the sot of all products ay, whera x and y belong 

to A and B, respectively. Wo write A** A, AmA (m^l), A**ffi=: 

(A**1)®, A°« (e). 

By Ab ws denote the set AB whore B is composed of the single 

element b» 

Obviously, Aa «eA =A, 0“-*- = G, AG=G, and £.n c <3. (n>0). 

[2.2] If G is a group and H Is a subset of the elements of G with the 

property that the elements of B satisfy the group axioms £l.l] under 

the binary operation of 0, then U is a subgroup of G* 

(2.2.1) If H is a subgroup, we have obviously 

i ) ISF^CH, 

il ) H2CE ana S^CH. 

We show that the validity of either of these two statements is also 

sufficient for H to be a group. 

If the element a io in It, (i) guarantees that a-3- is in H, 

and therefore also that e is in H. If a and b are any two elements 

in H, then b"1 is in H, and therefore abna(b“'^)*'1is in H, and 

conditions [l.l) are satisfied. 

In the case of (ii)s if a and b are in H, then ab is in B} 

and if a is in H, then a~l is in H, and by the first part, aa“^ 

is in H. Therefore H is a subgroup. 
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[2*3] ' If G is a group and a one of its elements, then the subset H 

containing the element a® for each integral value of a is obviously 

a subgroup of H. If H «S, we say that G is a cyclic group} and if in 
♦ 

addition a is a free element (of* fl*4j ), then G is a free group* 

[2.4] If for ovary pair of elements a and b in M the relation a~b 

either holds or is false, the relation is an equivalence, provided 

i) a-va for all a, 

ii} a /vb implies b ■'-'a, 

iii) a*~b and b~c implies a~c. 

It is well-known that an equivalence relation in M divides M 

into disjoint subsets that exhaust M. 

[s»Sj If G is a group and H a subgroup, and if a and b are any two 

elements of G, we say that e~b provided ab~^ is in H. 

Since H is a subgroup of G, it contains e, so that aa“* is in 

H for all ba in Oj i.e., a~a. 

If ab”^ Is in K, then (ab*-I,}~^- ba"** is in H. Therefore a~b 

is^iice b~a. 

If ab“^ is in S and bc“^ is in XT, then ab"’^be’’^=- ac“^ is in H, 

and therefore a~b and b~ c implies a~c* 

We have shown that the relation a~b satisfies the conditions 

pf [S«4j , and therefore that the relation divided G Into classes 

of equivalent elements. Each of those classes is a right coset of 

H relative to G, 

(2.5.1) If A. Is any ri$it coset of H, and if a is in A, then A=Ha. 
♦ 

For if x is in A, xa~l is in II, and therefore sc is in Haj and if y 

is In Ha, then is in K, and therefore y is in A, q.s.d. . 

(2.5.25 If b belongs to the coset B, then by (2.5.1), B = Hb. Since 

the coasts ©:shaust G, every set Hb is a right coset of H. 

j2.5.3j Similarly, defining that a~b provided a~^b is in H, we 

determine left cosets of the form bH. 
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[S,6l A subgroup IT ot G is an invariant or normal subgroup of G 

provided for every a in G the relation a“*KadT bolds. 

We note first that since 17 contains the element a, tba sets 

all and i&i have the element a in common, so that if 17a is also a 

loft coset, it is identical with all. 

In the definition of normal subgroups we can replace the 

relation a*lEac!7 by the relation a"^Ba = H* For corresponding to 

every element a in G there is an element a“^ in G, and therefore 

the definition requires aliases, i„e, a"*^alia”1}aca~%a, 17ca“%a, 

and together with a*“%aQfJ this proves that a“1!la = S* 

It follows then that if 14 is a normal subgroup of G, Ha =aa***Na?aIJ 

for all a in G, i.e. every right coset of N is a left coset of H, 

Conversely, if Ha = oK for every a in G, a-lga = a**laM- IT, i.e* IT is 

a normal subgroup. 

If as in [s.l] we define the product AB of two sets of 

elements A and B to be the set of all products ab where a is in A 

and b is in B, and if B is a normal subgroup of a group Gf then 

the sat of all cosets of H constitutes the factor groan G/li of G 

by IT, 

To show that the factor group satisfies the requirements 

[l.i] for a group, we need only point out that 

i) the product C of two elements AB is an element, 

since, by the normality of 17, aMTb =a!fo = abH = cH; 

ii) since multiplication is associativa in G, the same 

holds in G/II; 

lit) since He contains the identity element In 0, AHeoA, 

and therefore AN=A, i.e, 17 is the identity element in G/Sj 

£v) since {Ba){a“%)= Hall = IT, every element Ha in G/H 

has the inverse 



[28] If G has no normal subgroups other than the two trivial ones 

consisting of the element e and of all elements of G, respectively, 

0 is a simple group. 

(2*0) Sbcamples 

(2.9.1) The additive group of real numbers is abelian, and therefore 

all its subgroups are normal. Since na^G when aj<0 and 0, each 

of its subgroups generated by a single element other than 0 is a 

free cyclic group. 

Lot II be the subgroup of all rational numbers h» All coasts 

of H are composed of elements of the fora h+a, where a is a fixed 

real number. If a and b are two real numbers, the product of the 

elements a and V** is the element a-b; therefore Ha, and Hb are 

different cosets of H except when a-b is a rational number. 

(2.9.2) We consider the group G of non-singular n-rowed square 

matrices of (1.5.S). 

The elements whose determinants equal unity form a subgroup* 

The elements with = (i= 1, 2, ... , a; j =1, 2, ... , n), 

i.e. the symmetric elements, fora a subgroup. 

The subgroup generated by the element llajjll where ajj =0 for 

fVt fp; 
_v for i = j rational fractions in their lowest 

terms) is a cyclic group; its order is the least common multiple 

of 2c^, 2... , 2cj^ 

Hot all subgroups of G are normal. For example, the subgroup 

H composed of the element 



and the identity element i3 not normal. For the right coast 

containing the matrix 

2 0 0 . . 0 
0 10**0 
0 01* * 0 

0 » • • « 1 

contains as its other element 

0 • • a • 1 J 
0 ... 1 0 

0 1 * * * 0 
2 0 . • • 0 

whereas the left cosot containing the first of those two 

elements contains as its other element 

0 • * * 0 S ' 

0 • • • 1 0 
0 , . 100 

1 i « * i 0 

3* Mannings of groans 

[3*1] A mapping f of a group G on a group G* is isomorphic 

{or is an isomorphism} if it is one-to-one end if, for all x and y 

in G, f{sy)=:f(x)f(y}* Clearly the inverse of an isomorphic map is 

also isomorphic* 

[3*l,l] If such an isomorphic mapping exists between G and G», 

G and G* are said to be isomorphic. 

[3*1.2] An isomorphic sapping of G on Itself is an autonorphissu 

Since the identity transformation is an automorphism, it is clear 

that if the product of two automorphisms is defined to be the 

automorphism resulting from the successive application of the two 

, automorphisms, the set of all automorphisms of G constitutes a 

group. 
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[3*l.s] For some fixed element a In the group 0 we determine the 

inner autmorphism fa of G by defining, for any element x in G, 

the map fas 

fa(x)« axa 

To show that this sap is an automorphism we observe that it has 

the inverse (fa)"!l=f^rf (for a**2.{axa"^)a =x), so that the map is one- 

to-one, and that in the group G 

f (x)f{y) = axa~laya~l a axya-3. = f(xy) • 

(3.1.4) The set of the inner automorphisms of G is a subgroup of the 

group of all automorphisms of Q* for fa(f^{x)} =abxb**%*^=:abx{ab}*^ 

fab(x); and 3inee fa has bean shown to have an inverse which is also 

an inner automorphism, condition {2*2*1 i) is satisfied* 

[3*23 The mapping of a group G into a group G* Is a homomorphism if 

g(xy) = gte)g{y). 

The set of elements of G which are' mapped on the identity e* 

of G* is called the kernel of the homomorphism. 

(3»2*1) If g is a homomorphism of G on G*, then g{e) -0*, and 

etari) =(g(x))”l* Ibr g(x)g{e) =g(xe) -g{x), so that g{o) = e*; it 

follows mm that g(x}g{x~l) = 0% and therefore g{xr^) = (g{x) )~2-* 

(3*3) If g is a homomorphic map of the group G on the group G*, and if 

M is the kernel of the homomorphism, then H is a normal subgroup of G 

and 6* is isomorphic with the factor group G/H* In other words; if 

X is the sot of all elements in G which are mapped on x* in G*, then 

X is a cooat of R with respect to G, and the one-to-one relation 

thus obtained between the elements of G/R and G* is an isomorphism. 

Tills isomorphism is called the natural isomorphism botwean 

G/H and G*. 

To show that the set of elements I constitutes a group under the 

multiplication in G; 



i) If x and y belong to II, then g(sy) = g(z)g(yj -&*&*= e* 

eo that 3QF la in H« 

ii) Clearly, the associative law holds in if, sine© it 

holds in G. 

ill) We have shown in {3*8*1} that g(e) — e* so that K has 

an identity* 

iv) g{n“l) - (g(x) 5"1 by (3*8*1}; therefore if g{ac)- = e*, 

gCx*1} = {©*}**!= e% and if x is in II, so is x**1. 

To show that H is a normal subgroup of G: 

If x la in E and a in G, then 

therefore belongs to K for all x in N and a in G, and there¬ 

fore H is noxvnal* 

It remains to demonstrate the isomorphism of G* with G/K. 

If a® is in G* and A is the set of elements in G which are 

raapped on a*, we have, for any pair of elements a and a* in A, 

Conversely, suppose that 2 belongs to the same coast of If as 

does a; then xa~^ is in H» and therefore 

and therefore g(x) = a*. Therefore A is a cosot of If, and there 

exists a one-to-one correspondence between cosets of M and elements 

of G*« Svory element of the group G/B is a eoset of II and therefore 

to every element A in G/lI corresponds to the element f{A} = a* in 0®, 

where A = Ha and g(a) = a** 

If A and B are elements in G/U, and a is in A and b in B, then 

gta-isa) = g(a**2-}g{2}g(a} = g{a~l)Q*g{a) »«*; 

gCa’a**1) =g{a,}g(a“1}= g{a*){g(a) sx*ia*)~1 = o*; 

i.o., a’a"*1- is in If, and a and a* belong to the same coset of If* 

g(n)(a" )“1= g(x)g(a~l) = g(xa~15 »e*, 

f(A}f(B} = g(a)g(b} =g{ab) = f{AB). 

This completes the proof of the theorem, 
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{j5»4] If H is a normal subgroup of a group G, wo dofino the 

natural hosanorohism of G on its factor group G/fJ by 

associating with every element x of 5 the element g(&) = X 

in G/N that contains x. 

To show that a haraomorphiRn is thus defined: 

If a is in the element A of Q/B, and b is in the element B of 

G/H, then g(a) - A, g(b) = 3; but the binary operation in the 

factor.group is defined (of* [S*?] } so that AB is the set of 

products of elements x and y belonging to A and B, respectively,; 

therefore AB contains abj i*o», g(a)g(b) = AB =g(ab), 

(s.5) Ws note two simple facts regarding a homomorphism g of a 

group G on a group . 

(3*5.1) If the kernel 1? of g is composed of the identity element 

alone, g is an isomorphism, since then ©very cocot of H contains 

exactly ono element. 

( 3.5.2) If H is a {normal} subgroup of G, then g(H) ia a (normal) 

subgroup of G*. 

To show that g(H) is a subgroup, it is by {2.2.11} 

sufficient to show that if x* and 7* ara any two elements in 

g(H)t then sfy*'
1 is an element in g(H), By hypothesis, there 

exist elements x and y in S such that g(x) -x* and g(y) = y*s so 

that af*5f*"2= g(x)(g{y)r1= g(s)g(y~1} = g(xy“1)| 
’ «* 

i.e., x^y*'1 is the map of an element (xy"1} in H, and therefore 

it bo lor. go to H*. 

If H is normal, lot x* bo any element in G*, and 1st 

3c* = g(x). x"1iix=H, and tharaforo x&~1a(li)x*= g(x_1Iix} = g(H), 

C|*0*tl* 

(3*6} Examples 

(3.6.1) The additive group of real number's is sapped on itself 

rmtoRiorphicnlly by the mapping f(x) =kx (k*0). Since the 
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addiiivc group in commutative, its only inner automorphism is the 

identity transformation. 

(s.6.25 The additive group of real numbers is mapped isomorphically 

on the multiplicative group of positive real numbers by g(x) - ex. 

(3.6.3) Lot G he the group of matrices of (1.5.3) 5 and G* the 

multiplicative group of complex numbers other than sere. If a is a 

matrix of O, and |a | the determinant of a, the relation g(a) = |a J 

naps G on G* hcmsmorphicnlly. The kernel of 0 is the subgroup-of 

metrics a with the property | a | =1. 

4. Tito center and the eoggaatator subgroup 

l] Two elements a and b of the group G commute if ah = ba. 

[4.2] An element z of the group G is central if it commutes with 

ovary element lit G (zx =xz, x~Jsx =7.}. Tito set Z of all central 

elements is the center of the group G. 

(4*2.1} 3 is a subgroup of G. For 

i} if z and s* are any two elements in £,; t?c haves for 

all x in G, xus* = sxs* = ss*:<; i.e. zzT is in 2p( 

ii} the associative property follows from the fact that 

G is a group; 

iii) e commutes with all elements in G, by (1.2); therefore 

e is in 35; 

iv) since xz = sx for all x an G and all z in 2, we have”' 

(xs)-1 = (sx)"1, i.e. Therefore, for all y in G, 

-1-1-1 s y =ys , and a is in 3. 

(4.2.2) 2?ery subgroup H of the group Z is a normal subgroup of G, 

For if h is an element in Ii, it is an element in 2, and this 

implies that, for all x in G, x_ihx =h, i.e. xh’^-x is in H. 

Tho subgroups of 3 are central normal subgroups of G« 

[4.5] Obviously, a and b commute if and only if 
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ab(ha)”1« aba-2b"1 = e» aba^b-1 is the corapnitator of a and b« 

(4.3.1) The set Q containing each element q of 0 which is the 

commutator of two elements, together with all products q^q2.«»q^v 

(a =1,2, •••) of such cojssitators, is a normal subgroup of Gj 

It is called the commutator subgroup of the group G0 

15 If s-.qjV*.q^ an*i 7 =%_,(ia**• •q^t» 

then xyi.e, xy is in Q» 

ii) Multiplication is associative, 

lii) e commutes with mrsry element, therefore o belongs 

to Q. 

iv) If q = ebrf^b-1, bab“*a“i; i.e*, q" ^ is also 

a commutator. Therefore If x= x”1 = 

l -1-1 - i 
, and x is an element in <J. 

It remains to show that tho subgroup Q Is normal, i.e., 

that if ,..qrvxand c is any olesont in G, c~^xa is in <1. 

Km? if q= aba-ia” c"^qc = {c" 1ne) (c^hc) (c'^a'^c) (c-1 b ^e) — 

1. -1 -1. i — i. 7 (c~ ac)(c bc)(c" ae) (e“ be) ; i.e*, c“ qc is a cocmtator. 

Since Q. is a group, it follows that 

c_1xc = c_iq..c^p - {c-1q1c){e_1q^s)(e^q^c) 

is in % and tho proof is cosip late. 

(4.4) The factor group G/Q is commutative; and if if is any other 

normal subgroup of G such that G/B is connutative, then Q. is a 

subgroup of H. 

If A and B are any two cosots of Q, ABA'1 if1 la also a coast 

1 -1 of Q,, and since it contains the commutator aba” b , it is 

identical with Q; therefore tho element AEC B of the group G/Q. 

is the identity clement of tho group, and this implies that A and 

B commute in G/q., Since A and B are arbitrary, G/q. is commutative. 

We show not? that if K is any normal subgroup of & such that 

is not a subgroup of 11, G/Q, is not cosmtativo; If B is such a 
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subgroup, there exist at least two elements a and b snob that 

aba~J b_i is sot an element of S (otherwise, II would contain all 

commutators, contrary to hypothesis)« If A and B are the coasts of 

11 containing a and b, respectively, tbs cosot ABA'^B-2 cannot bo 

identical with H, since IT doss not contain aba’1!)'2; l.e., 

ABACS'1 is not the identity of the group G/lI, and A and B do not 

commute; therefore G/N is not a commutative group, q.e.d. 

(4,4*1) If H in a normal subgroup of G, and Q tho consutator sub¬ 

group of U, i is a normal subgroup of G, 

That Q, is a subgroup of G follows from tho fact that II is a 

subgroup of 0. If q, is a commutator of two elements a and b in 

H, we have, for any e in C, 

c_1cca c"1aba"1 b_1c 

r (c~1ae)(o"1bc)(c-2 acf1 (e^bc)'1 

and since S is a normal subgroup of G, c'aaa and c'1bc arc in II, 

together with their inverses, By [4.2] , this means that c-1qc 

is the commutator of two elements in II, and therefore that it 

belongs to C. By [3.6] this proves that Q, is a normal subgroup 

of G. 

[4.5] If G is any group, and if for some n the group ia the 

identity of 0, where Qj is the commutator subgroup of G, and 

*4-,n is the commutator subgroup of Cij (i si, 2, .*.), then the 

group G is solvable. 

(4.6) Example: let G be the group of matrices in (1.5.3), and let 

Z be the subgroup of elements in which a- ~ (i- j) and atj = 

0 (i f j)* Clearly, Z is a control normal subgroup of G. We show 

that 2 is actually the center of G. let ||a- || be any element 

in tho center, and let l|b^(| be the matrix 10 . . 1 

0 1.0 
1 0 , 0 
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fhen l| Qi^|l'l 1 ^ij[l 1 UbijU* Uaij|| tepUes =a3i 

(i =1, 2, ..., a; j »1, 2, ..., a}* Bo® choose sa II cii 

matrix 

the 

Thm llayH-ne^n = ll%jll‘<1 a^ll implies Sa^r, = a^, i*e* 

a12 s°« Similarly, it can be shorn that a^j =.0 for all cases 

Msers i*j. 

It remains to be shown that Qij = aix (1 = 2, 3, ..., a).If 

HVI is the matrix 0 1 0 , , 0 
1 0 0 • • 0 
0D1..0 
0 0 0 1 *0 

* 

0 0* >91 

the relation l|Qij|| • ll^ijll - ll^ijll ‘ gives, together with 

the fact that ajj*0 (i ^ j), that nn—a2g* Sl^&lafly wo show 

<t3, 
that [tj* ate* 3i and we have proved that Z ia the cental* of 

the group 6* 

It is obvious that all the cosmtators aba^b"*^ ia 0 are 

matrices with determinants equal to unity* 

5* Intersection and product of subgroups* Direct product of groans* 

(5*1) If M is a set of (normal) subgroups of G and D tbs intersec¬ 

tion of all tho subgroups in M (i*e, I) is the sot of those ele¬ 

ments in G that are contained in each subgroup in M) then D is a 

(normal) subgroup of For if H and b are elements in D, every 

subgroup in 1! contains cb‘ by (2*2.1), and therefore ab"^ Is in 

Dj consequently D is a subgroup of G» If all subgroups in M are nor- 

ml, we have, for all x in G and all a. in D, that x**^ax belongs 

to each subgroup in M ( since a belongs to each subgroup in fl), 
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and therefore x~3ax is in B, q.o.d. 

[5*2] If 8 is a product of clenonts of the group G, and M ia the 

set of all subgroups of G which contain 8, then tbs minimi (normal) 

subgroup of 0 which contains 8 is the intersection of all (normal) 

subgroups in M» 

(5.3) If E is a subgroup and If a normal subgroup of the group G, then 

their intersect ion HON =8 Is a normal subgroup of the group !!• 

That D is a group and therefore a subgroup of H follows from 

(5.1) * Bow, if h is any element in H and n an element in B, 

h~3nh is in R, since all factors are contained in H; but also 

h~Jn is ia H, since B is normal. Therefore h_ihh is in D, and 

D is a normal subgroup of H. 

(5.4) If H is a ( normal) subgroup and H a normal subgroup of the 

group G, then HR = KH, and this product is a (normal) subgroup of G, 

Since H is a normal subgroup of G, its left cosots are also 

right cosets, and therefore 121 =KH. If a and b are elements of HR, 

we can write a = hn, b = h*n*, where h and h* belong to H, n and n* 

to If. We have then 

ab~1 = tan*"1 h,*-1 * hh*-1 (h’nn*'1 b*-1); 

since B is normal, the factor in parentheses ia an element n” in M, 

and we hare ab''1-hh**’lnCT, and this clearly belongs- to HR* It 

follows from (2.2*1) that HH is a subgroup of 0* 

If H is a normal subgroup of 0 we have, for any x in G and 

any a in HR, 

x'^ax s x^hnx s (x
_1hx) (x“3nx), 

and therefore x-2ax belongs to HR, and HR is normal, n.o.d. 

(.5*4*1) If Ha, ... , \ are normal subgroups ofjtS, then it 

follows from (5.4), by induction, that is a normal 

subgroup of G. 
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(5*5) If H io a subgroup and K a normal subgroup of G, and If 

Da BOB and P = EII, then the factor group B/D is Isomorphic with the 

factor group P/E* 

To establish a one-to-one correspondence between the two 

factor groups H/D and P/H: every element A of the group H/D is of 

the form A= Da, whore a is in B» If we write A®= Ha, it follows 

from the fact that D is in II that Da is in Na, i.o. A io in A*. 

Therefore ovary element of the group H/D is contained in at 

least one element of the group P/M; it is contained in only one 

since the cosets of K in P are mutually exclusive. 

Conversely, any element B* of the factor group P/ll can bo 

written in the form's* = bll =Db» where b is in B. If we write 

B - Db, it follows from the fact that D is in B, tint Bb is in Hb, 

i.e. B is in B*. Therefore ovary element of P/H contains at 

least one element of H/D* 

Suppose now that the element G* of P/N contains the elements 

A and B of H/D* Then AB"1 is contained in G*Cf~2= II; also, by 

[2.5], AB"2 is in H, since A and B are cooots of D in H. Therefore 

AB”*1 is contained in D, the identity element of the group H/D; 

i.o.s As B sD9 

This establishes the existence of a one-to-one correspondence 

between the elements of the groups H/D and P/E. 

Bow let A and B be two elements of H/D, and A* and B® the two 

©laments of P/H that contain A and B, respectively. Then A*B* 

contains AB, and the isomorphism is established. 

[5.6} If H and K are two normal subgroups of the group G, and if 

EK= G and HHK contains only the element e, G is decomposed into the 

direct product of E and K. 

(5.6.1) If G is decomposed into the direct product of H and K, every 

element of H commutes with every element of E, and every element of 
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H commutes with every element of K# acd every element of G can he 

represented uniquely In the form hk# where h is In H and k is K. 

If h is in H and k in K, we have, from the normality of H 

and E, that hkh”1 is in K and kh“ik is in H. therefore the 

commutator 

q a h(kh~Ik“1) 3 (ttdf
1 )le”J 

is in both 1 and K; lie., q :3, and h and k commute. 

If x Is any element of Gf it follows from the relation 

GsHK that x = hk {h in B, k in K), Suppose also x=h*k» 

(hf in H» k* in K}» Then we have 

hkih»k*t 

h'1hkk*'‘1 = h"ah*kBk*_1 f 

kk’^sh'V, 

Since the element on the left side of the last equation is in K, 

the other in H, this gives kk*'1 a e =.h'1!*®, and since inverses are 

unique, k=.k% h *!*f» q.e.d* 

L5.7] Fran two groups H and K composed of elements {hf} and {k} , 

respectively, wo construct the direct product 0 composed of 

elements of the fora (h,k), and with the law of multiplication 

(h,k)(h*,k*) =-(hh* ,kkf )• Obviously, G is a group. Its identity 

is the element (0,0’) (o the identity in S, eT that in K), and the 

inverse of (h,k) is {h_a,k_1). 

fe shall show that this definition of a direct product is 

equivalent with that of [5.6J • 

(5.7.1) If 

i) G can he decomposed into a direct product of 

normal subgroups H and 1C (of* (j5.3J ), 

li) H* and K* are groups isomorphic with 3 and E, 

respectively, 

iii) G* is the direct product of the group H* and K*, 
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then the group 0* Is isomorphic v?ith the group G. For if f 

and g aro isomorphic mappings of H9 oa H and of K* on E, 

rsspoctivoly, the relation 3((h9,k9))o f(h9)g(k9) dot oral nos 

an isomorphic map of G* on G (the fact that the asp is one-to- 

ono is a consequence of (5.6*1})• 

(5.7.25 If G is the direct product of groups H and 1C, and if 

H* and K* are the sots of elements in G which are of the form 

(h,o*} and (e,k), respectively, then 

i) H* and K* are normal subgroups of G, 

ii) 6 is decomposed into the direct product of H* and K9 

and 

Hi) H* and K* aro isomorphic with S and K, respectively. 

To prove i}s if (h,o) and (h^e*) ore two elemonts of HT, 

then (ht©H(h,e,}“1 ={hh*_1,0*}, and since this is in I!9, (2.2*1) 

applies and H* is a subgroup. To show normality, we point out that 

if (a,b) is any element of G, we have (a,b)'- (h,ef }{a#b) - (achate*}, 

and the element on the right is in f!*j similarly we can prbve that 

K* Is a normal subgroup* 

To prove li); if (h,e*) a (e,k), then h= e and k= e9. 

Thsrofofa H9 0 K* contains only the identity; also the product of 

the two groups coincides with G, since each element (h,k) of G can 

be written in the form (h,e*)(e,k}» Therefore, G is decomposed 

into B» and X*. 

To |Srovo iii)j the isomorphism between H and H* is 

established if we associate with svory element h of H the element 

(h,e); of S»; with a similar argument for K and If9, the proof is 

complete. 

(5*7.5.) If G is decomposed into the direct product of norm! 

subgroups H anfijK, B is isomorphic with the factor group 0/E. 
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For HOE = {©i, , and HE =6, and Ijy {5*5}, H/© is isomorphic with 

G/k. Therefore H Is isomorphic with G/E* 

[5.2] If O is a group and Gx,Ga, ... a countable sot of normal 

subgroup© of G, G is said to be deeastposable into the direct 

product of the subgroups of the set , G^, •*. provided 

i) the minimal subgroup erf G (ef* [5.2] ) which contains 

all the subgroups GIf Gz, ».* coincides with 5} 

11} if H denotes the minimal normal subgroup of G t&ich 

contains the subgroups Ga, G^, ... G , G^, G„tl... , 

then the subgroups have in common no ele¬ 

ments other than the identity*,©* 

5.8*1} With the notation of [5*8] , G ean**be decomposed into the 

direct product of and 

For by (5*4) the product G-^I^ is a normal subgroup, and it 

contains all the subgroups Gt-; by (i) of [5.8j * Q^H^aG. let 

Gn* be the set of elements common to H;L,Ha,***I!>w.J,HTul#H,l+t,*** 

Since the only set H * which may possibly not contain G^is miss¬ 

ing from this sequence, f^iG*** From {14) of [5*8] it follows 

that {e], since G^* H E„ is the intersection of all sets 

Therefore Ms^.!{0)» end G can be decomposed into the direct 

product of G^ and E^. 

(5*8.2} Every element of G; commutes with every element of G. (1*4), 

and every element z in G can be reprosnoted in the fora x= z13^*..sK, 

where x. is in Gj and n is a finite number depending on x; moreover, 

this representation is unique* 

From (5*8.1), {5.6.1), and the fact that G;cHj w© deduce the 

coBssjutativity of the elements of the groups G; and Gj, respectively. 

We observe that the set 0* of oil products z »xlxL..*zK, where xf i a 

in G. (i s l, 8, ... ,n;n «1, 2, •••}, is a normal subgroup of the 
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group G, mid that every group Gfc is contained in G*« 

It follows now from (!) of (5.8j that G*s G, and every 

(5,8.1) that x^r x^*. Bepation of tho process gives = x^ *, etc*, 

and the uniqueness is proved, 

[5.9} Frcm a countable set of groups Qlt G1#,.«» we construct a new 

group G, tho direct product of the groups Tho elements 

of G are the sequences 

where x% Is an element of G-, and all but a finite number of the 

x.*s are the identities of thoir respective groups, The product of 

tho two elements je and y in G we define to be the sequence 

It is obvious that the group G does not depend on the way in 

which the group s G are: numberedj i.e,t if in the sequence (o,^ 

a finite or infinite number of groups exchange position, the new 

group G* will be isomorphic with G, It is also clear that G has 

the identity e = {elS e^, ^ , and that x has tho inverse clement 

% steps similar to those of (5,7,1) and (5*7,2), the 

equivalence of [5.9j and [5*9} can be shown. 

(5,10) Samples 

(5,18,1) If G is a countable ccosmtativc group all of whose elements 

except o are of prime order yo , then G can be decomposed into the 

direct product of a countable number of cyclic subgroups H of order pi 

(5,38,2) let Gf be the subgroups of matrices of (1*5.3) which have 

real elements and positive determinants. Let S be the subgroup of 

element x in G can be written x with x(- in Gf, 

If now z,x x ...s: -x *x *x * ,.,x *, wo deduce from (5.8.1) and 
3 I 3 m i 2 5 ^9 

S = {x^ xz, 

H- {©»a,aaf ...s'
0"1}. 
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G» determined by a,-j a 0 (1*3), a,t = aIa>0 (i = 1,2, 

lat Q, be the aet of matrices of G* whose determinante are equal to 

unity. It is obvious that Z flQ = {e} and that every matrix In 8* 

can be expressed as the product of a matrix in Z by a matrix in 

Qj 0* is decomposed into the direct product of % and fl. 



II* TOPOLOGICAL SPACES. 

In the first chapter, wo examined those aspects of the 

operation of Multiplication which do not depend on tha properties 

of the special sets of elements over which the operation is usually 

defined, but only on certain axioms* Validity of'those axioms 

\m regard as the characterizing attribute of multiplication among 

all binary operations* 

We shall now apply a similar treatment to the operation of 

passing to a limit. To this end, wo shall construct an abstract 

-space which has those properties which in other spaces permit the 

operation in question. Tha construction of an abstract apace for 

this special purpose will enable us to avoid the multitude of 

explicit detail, usually arithmetic in nature, that so often 

clutters the scene and obstructs the "1aw when xm consider 

passage to a limit in specific cases* 
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6. <a*Q concept of a topological space. 

{6*1} Different authors have used sets of axioms based on . 

apparently distinct concepts, and have arrived at topological spaces 

which have the same properties*,; Se .shall use the axioms of 

Hausdorff^: 

If 1 is a set of objects, called points, and if subsets 

V Y^, *»« of R, called neighborhoods of x» aro associated with 

each point x in R, then we say R is a topological space, provided 

the following conditions are satisfied: 

i) Bach point x in R has at least one neighborhood, and 

x is contained in each of its neighborhoods* 

il) If tJx and Yx are two neighborhoods of x, x has a 

neighborhood $x contained in Dx f) Yx• 

111) If y is any point in Ux, y has a neighborhood 

contained in tJx* 

iv) If x^ y, there exists a neighborhood UA which does 

not contain the point y* (7) 

; Henceforth the letter R shall denote a topological space. 

[6*2]" x is an interior point of the set 3 in R if one of its 

neighborhoods is contained in 1* Tho set B is an open set 

if all its points are interior points* 

(6*2.1) It follows from axiom (ill) of [6»lJ that every neighbor¬ 

hood is an open set. 

(6.0*2) A necessary and sufficient condition that there exists a 

neighborhood such that every point of TJX (except possibly x) 

has a certain property P is that there exists an open sat B 

(6) Grundsug© dor Mengarlehre, 1914, Chapters 711, Till. 

(?) Ibis axiom is weaker than that given by Hausdorff: 

If x^y, there exist# two neighborhoods U, and that do 

not intersect. It la interesting to note that the example 
in (6.6.4) does not satisfy this requirement. 
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containing x such that every point of E {except possibly x) lias 

the property ?. 

The necessity of the condition follows immediately fre© 

(6.2.1), the sufficiency from [6.2] . 

Similarly, a necessary and sufficient condition that every 

neighborhood of x containing more than one point contain a point 

with a certain property Q is that ©very open set containing x 

and at least on© other point contain a point v?ith°proporty Q. 

The necessity of the condition follows from 6.2 , the 

sufficiency from {6.2,1). 

[6.213] As is customary, wo denote by 12 2u the sum of the sets 

and E^, i,e» the set of points contained in S1 or 8z j the sum 

of a set of sets is the set of points each of which is 

contained in at least one of the sots 1, 

By BjO Ex wo denote the intersection of Ex and 2 , i.e. 

the set of points contained in both S and 3^; the intersection of 

a set of sets is the set of points contained in each of the 

sets 8, 

If two sets have common points, we say that they intersect. 

The complement of a sot 8 is the sot of points not in 1; if 

Sx and 8^ do not intersect (S2/0E^sO) and EjU R, then 

and are each others complements* 

By 8 - a we denote the set of points in S distinct from a, 

by A - B the set of points that are in A but not in B« 

(6.2.4) The sum of an aggregate of open sots Is an open set. For if 

x is a point of the aggrsgrate, it is a point of one of the sets, and 

therefore the aggregate contains one of its neighborhoods. 

jSaSQ For any set B in H wo define the closure W by the criterion 

that the point a belongs to § if every neighborhood of a contains 



at least one point of E. 

(6„3*1) It follows immediately that if then 

(6.3*2) TOE. For if x ia a point of E, each neighborhood of x 

contains at least one point of E - namely, x - and therefore x ia 

in G* 

(8*5.3) 1=1. Clearly, H^E. HOW, if x is not a point of B, 

some neighborhood Ux contains no points of B. Bat by (iii) of 

[6»l] , every point y in 6* has a neighborhood V* contained in 

and thj trill contain no points of E, It follows that no point y 

in tlx is a point of 1, and therefore x is not a point of 2; i.e. 

E^S. Therefore I=1* 

(6.3.4) If 3 contains only one point, I-S. For if E = £x] ' and 

y£x, there exists a neighborhood which does not contain x, by 

axiom (iv) of £6.1] . On the other hand, every neighborhood of 

x contains x, by axiom (i) of £6*1] • This proves the proposition 

[6*43 E is a closed set if 13 = 1. 

(6.4.1) For all S, E is a closed set, by (6.5.3). 

(6.4*2) If S1 is the complement of E , a necessary and sufficient 

condition for to be open is that is closed. 

If 8 x is not closed, every neighborhood of seme point x not 

ia Bx contains points of E^; l.e*, every neighborhood of some point 

in contain® points not in S , and E^ can not be open# 

If Ei is closed and x Is not a point of Ea> some neighborhood 

of x contains no points of E^, since Bt- i.e., if x is a point 

of some neighborhood of x is contained ia E ; therefore Eiis 

open. 

(6.4.3) If {s] ia a finite or infinite set of closed sets, then 

the intersection 1) of these sets ia a closed set. For by (6.4*2) 

the complement of each set in [E] ia apon^ and therefore—tho-oet 

0 composed of all "points net contained in-any of-the-aota of— 
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is open, and therefore the set 6 composed of all points not 

contained in any of the sets of is open, by (6*2.4)• Bat 

O is the conplemont of D, and therefore B is closed. 

(6.4.4) If Sj and are closed sets, B1u Ei is a closed set. 

If s is a point of u Si, every neighborhood of x contains 

at least one point of E1 or of 2^. Suppose nos? that contains 

no point of H1# Then every neighborhood of x contained in % 

foils to contain points of 1^, and therefore by hypothesis contains 

points of Kjj, Therefore x is in 1^, and since E^is closed, x is 

in Sj. If on the other hand every neighborhood of x contains points 

of 1^, x is in and therefore in 3^. 

Bo have shown that if x is in l^U , x is in EjU Ea; therefore 

31L/BX is closed, q.e.d. 

(6.4.5) \u rxu 

The proof in (6.4.4) shows that if x is in Ej USif s is in 

i.e. Also u\s for \ and 

and by (6.3.1), % and SJUE^DET . 

(6*4.6) By Induction, the propositions (6.4.4) and (6.4.5) can 

obviously be extended to any finite number of closed sots. 

(6.4.7) The intersection of any finite number of open sets is an open 

set. This follows from (6.4.6), tho fact that the complement of the 

intersection of an aggregate of sots is the sum of the complements 

of the sets of the aggregate, and the fact that the complement of a 

closed set»is an open sot, by-(6.4.2). 

[6»5J The point a is a limit point of the set 1 if ovary neighborhood 

contains a point of 3 distinct from a. 

(6.5.1) If a is a limit point of 2, every neighborhood of a contains 

infinitely many points of S* Bor let 0^ be a neighborhood of a, 

and x a point of IS in Then, by (il) and (iv) of [6.1] , 
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contains a neighborhood 7^, which does not contain x. By 

hypothesis, 7a, contains a point y of 8, distinct from a. Repeating 

tfco argument indefinitely, we find an infinite sequence of points 

of S that are distinct from a, and contained in TJ*, 

(6.5.2) A closed set contains all its Unit points; and a set 

containing all its limit point is closed* 

(6.5*3) A necessary and sufficient condition for a to be a limit 

point of 3 is that a be contained in s '-^n. For if a is a limit 

point of E, every nel^iborfeood of a contains points of £ - a, and 

therefore a is contained in E - a. If on tbs other hand a is 

contained in E - a, every neighborhood of a contains points 

of E - a, and therefore a is a limit point of E. 

[6,5.4] A topological space without limit points is said to be 

discrete. 

(6.6) Examples 

(6.6.1) Any aet of points can be topologised by assigning to each 

point x the point x itself as neighborhood* It is clear that such 

a space Is discrete, and that all its sets are both open and closed. 

(6.6.2) Any metric space can be topologised by assigning to each 

point x as neighborhoods all open spheres |x'-x0| <p containing the 

point* 

(6.6.3) let R be the Cartesian plane, and let the neighborhoods of 

{x<,*y0) bo all the sets {x-X0)
at (y - ¥„?' <rx; in addition, lot 

the point lxb}y£ bo its era neighborhood provided 2^and y0are not 

both rational numbers. 

Then E=H provided 3 contains all the points whose coordinates 

arc both rational. If S contains none of these points, 1«E. 

(6.6.4) let H be any xnflnlte sot, and let every set U in H be a 

neighborhood of x, provided it contains x, and provided it contains 



all tat a finite number of the points in H, It is easy to see 

that in this space every finite set is closed since its complement 

is open, and that the only closed infinite set in S is R itself* 

fcf* footnote on (6*1] )• 

?• Continous mapping and homeoaorphiam ' 

(7.13 A rapping G of a topological space 8 on a topological space 

Hf is contimotto provided, for every point a in 8 and every 

neighborhood U* of the point g(a) in S’, there exists a neighbor¬ 

hood t^in S such that gfTJjjC.U*. 

[7.2] A mapping g of a topological space R on a topological space 

3* is topological provided it is one-to-one and continuous and its 

inverse g-1 is also continuous. 

(7,2*1] Too topological spaces are homoemorphic or topologically 

equivalent if one can bo mapped on the other topologically* 

(?*2*2} If R is a topological space with a system 21 of neighbor¬ 

hoods, and If R* is the space composed of the set of points 

contain®! in R, with tho system Y.' constructed by assigning to each 

point all the sets of the system H which contain it, then 8 and 8* 

are homeoaorpMo, 

It Is easy to see that the system X’ satisfies the Hausdorff , 

axioms in [6*1] , since the system X satisfies in particular 

axiom (iili. lot g be the ona-to-ono mapping under which each 

point X* in 3 Is the image of the corresponding point x in 8* If 

U* is a neighborhood of x' in Rf, and if U* =g(tf) and x*=g(x), 

V contains a neighborhood V of x, by fill) of [6*1? » ®od 

s(7)dl8; i.e. g la a continuous mapping. It is obvious that its 

inverse is also continuous. 

p7.2.3] If a topological space has a property p, ? is a 

topological property provided it is invariant under all topological 

mappings. 



(7.3) A necessary and sufficient condition for a mapping g of R 

on ft* to be continuous Is that, for every set in R, g(E)Cg(2)* 

Suppose that g Is a continuous mappings and suppose that x 

Is a point of if in R and x* sg(i), lot TJ* be any neighborhood of 

x*S then there exists a neighborhood Ux such that g{U, JC-U’o But 

every neighborhood of x contains points of I, and therefor© every 

neighborhood TJ* contains points of g(E). It follows that xs is a 

point of g(B) and, since I and x are arbitrary, that g(S)cgCS), 

for all sets IS* 

Suppose on the other hand that g(3)Cg(E) for ©very set 2 in 

R* let a be any point in R» U* a neighborhood of g(a) in R* t F* 

the complement of W*, and F the set of points in R of which P* is 

- the image. By (6*2*1) and (6*4*2), F* = F». Ho®, since F* does 

not contain g(a), F does not contain a. To show that glia a 

continuous map, w© have to demonstrate that a has a neighborhood 

such that g(UJCIF. 

We have g(F)£g{F) aF'sF’; i.e. F does not contain the point 

aj therefore some neighborhood of a has no points in ?, and is 

mapped into U*, q.e.d. 

^7*3*1) A necessary and sufficient condition for g to map R on R* 

continuously is that if E* is an open set in S', the sum of all 

sets 2 with the property g{2) *1* la open. 

To show that the condition is necessary: let I* be any open 

set in H*# and E the set of points of which 2* is the Image* let 

a be ary point of % let a*- g(a), and let V* be a neighborhood of 

a* contained in B* (B* is open)* Iter, if g is continuous, there 

exists a neighborhood such that g(UcJC.W,» Since U’CE*, 

tJ^CE, and therefore a is an interior point of E* Since a is 

arbitrary, E is open, q.a.d. 

To show the sufficiency of the condition: let 2* be an open 



sot and tf* a neighborhood of a* contained in E* t and lot E be the 

not of points of which B* is the imago, Then the sot of points of 

which 0* is the image ia an open set contained in E; if g(a) = a*, 

a has a neighborhood such that g{Ua)C^’» and g ia a continuous 

sap. 

(7.3.2) Recalling that by (6.4.2) the complement of an open sot is 

closed, and conversely, we sea immediately that ia (7.3.1) the word 

"open" can be replaced by the word "closed” • 

(7*4) It follows immediately from (7.3) that a necessary and 

sufficient condition fen* a one-to-one map to bo topological is that 

g(Si= g(S), for every set S. 

(7.4*1) The properties of being open, or closed, are topological 

properties of sets. 

(?.5) Examples 

(7.3.1) lat 8 be the Cartesian n-opace in which every sphere is a 

neighborhood of every point it contains; in addition, let the 

origin 0 be its own neighborhood. 

let 8* be the Cartesian a-space with the same system of 

neighborhoods* except that the origin ia not its own neighborhood. 

Then the mapping g(x1,x3L,...,x)| = (x^.x^,...^*) 

(xj* = x;; i-l,2,...,n) maps R on R* continuously, but not 

topologically* For the inverse map is not continuous, since no 

neighborhood of the origin 0* in R* is sapped into that neighborhood 

of 0 in R which consists solely of the point 0. 

(7.5.2) let R be the Cartesian a-spaoe in which every sphere of 

positive rational radius and with center (xt,35l9...txM) (x,- rational 

i el#2,».,n) is a neighborhood of every point it contains, lot R® 

be the Cartesian n-spaca in which every sphered x.-a. }4< r3* 

is a neighborhood of the point (a1,a;i,...,an). 



Ha observe that H contains only a denumerable infinity of 

neighborhoods, while R* has a non-denurierable infinity of 

neighborhoods; moreover, that the transformation g(xl,x4,,.,»s.M}= 

(x* {x>® »j|! i = l,8,..,n} maps no nei^bpehood of 
»* ■ 

the point in R with an irrational coordinate on a noighborhood 

in fi , nevertheless, it is easily verified that the transformation 

is topological, so that the two spaces are hoaeosaorjMc. 

7,5*3} If R contains no isolated points, while R* contains at least 

one isolated point p*, H and R* are not topologically equivalent. 

For is an open set in S*, and it cannot be mapped one-to- 

one on any open set in R; by {7.4}, R and R* are not homeoaorpbie, 

{A point As an isolated point of Its apace if it constitutes a 

neighborhood.} 

8, Snbanace 

[8*1) let R be a topological space and if a subset of the points 

of S, We topologiso if by defining as the set of neighborhoods 

of z in R* the sets of points U * -8,0 if, where TJ, is any 

neighborhoods of x in the space R. It is easily verified that the 

system of neighborhoods satisfies the Hausdorff axiom in [6,lJ , 

3 Is said to be a subspace of R, 

(8,1,1} The relation g(x) = x asps Ef* on R continuously. For if 

is any neighborhood of the point x in R, the neighborhood 

XJ^t = is sapped on TJ>, and by [7.1] g(x} is a continuous 

mapping. 

(8.1,2} If g maps S into H* continuously and g{R)C#CTR*» then 

g naps R into R* continuously. 

Again, this follows immediately from the particular way in 

which the neighborhoods of It*" are chosen (cf, [8,1) )* 

[8.2] Wo saythat a set B in if is open relative to if if for every 
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point x of S there exists a neighborhood vj’ in E * S* is 

defined to be the set 1T)R*J i.e., the closure of IS in R with 

respect to S is the sat of all points in R tilth the property 

that each of thoir neighborhoods in R contains a point of S? 
$ 'V* 

sines E is in R * the sot S can also be defined as follows: 

a point belongs to E* if it is in R* and if each of Its neighbor- 

* 
hoods in R contains a point of 1. 

3 is closed relative to R* if 8.?. 

(8.2.1) If 1 is open (closed) in R, EOS* is open (closed) relative 

to R f and EOR CUEP|R • ®he assertion concerning open sets 

follows at once from the choice of neighborhoods in R , as does 

the statement on closures tke foUev-s tte sj^ate m«-n t 
on closed set's. ^ .g 

(8.2.2) Evexy set S in R that is relatively open (closed) is the 

intersection of S* with an open (closed) set in R. If E =£*= 

SOH , S is the intersection of H and E. If S is open with 

•# 

respect to H , its complement is closed* and is therefore the 
* 

intersection of R with a closed set F; it follows then that S 

is the intersection of 1 with the complement of F. 

(8.3) Examples 

(8.3.1) let R be the set of all real numbers x» and let the 

neighborhoods of x be the sets of numbers y { ly-sf<r). let H* 

be the set of numbers In this case, the aub3pace R 

is homeomorphio with Rj for the relation g(x) tan Trx maps 

S on R topologically* 

(8.3.2) let R be the set of real numbers* as in (8.3*1), and let 

R* be the subset of rational real nuabere. The map g(x) a x of R* 

on R is not topological. For example, the set of points 

.5, .83, *383, ... is closed in Rf but not in 8. 
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9. Connectedness 

jf.l] A topological space R is connectsd if It is not the sum of two 

non-null* non-intersecting closed subsets* 

(9*1*1) We show that the following definition la equivalent to 

[9*l] t a topological space H ia connected if it is not the sum 

of two non-null* non-intersecting open subsets* 

For suppose R la not connected. Then H = AUB, where A and B 

arc both closed and A HB =0. Since the complement of A is open, 

B Is open. Similarly, A is open, since it is the complement of B. 

Therefore H ~AU3 whore A and B are both closed and A AB =0* 

Similarly, we shot? that if 3 = A u B where A and B are open cad 

A AB -0, A and 8 are both closed. 

[9*2! A set 1 in a space R ia connected if it cannot be decomposed 

into the sum of two non-null, non-lnt era sect ing seta A and B which 

are such that An BOB is a null sot* 

(9*2*13 The sum S of any aggregate M of connected sets each of which 

contains the point a is a connected set* 

Suppose 3 ia not connected; then we con write 3 = AUB» where 

Af| BA B=0 and A and B are not null. Ws my suppose that a is in A 

let b be a point in B, and suppose that ? Is one of the seta of M 

which contain b. If we write A* -A (VP, B* = BO?, A’ and B* are 

two non-intersecting, non-null sets and A*UB* = P. By (6*3.X| 

A*c. A and B*c B« Therefore 

X*n B*npcArvBns 

and since the expression on the right by hypothesis is a null-sot, 

P is not connected, contrary to hypothesis. . 

[9.3] If a is a point in 3 and K is the sum of all connected sets 

in S that contain the point a, K is the component of a in the space 

R. 

*
*
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It follows from {9.2.1) that E is connected. It follows 

at once from the definition that K is not a non-trivial subset 

of any other connected set containing the point a. 

(9.3.1) The component K of the point a in S is a closed set. To 

prove this, it is clearly sufficient to show that ~K is connected, 

since this will imply that K o K. 

Suppose K is not connected. Then K-AU3 where A0BflK = 0 

and A and B are non-null non-intersecting closed sets. If ws 

write A*= AnK, B*= SHE, and suppose that a is contained in A*, 

then B* is empty; for otherwise, K would not be connected, since 

then A* n B*n Kc:An 8n K-<). Since B* is empty, we have KcA; 

moreover, 

In BOK=>E mini =InBoInB, 

and since B is not empty and is contained in K, the hypothesis 

that AflBlYK- 0 is contradicted, and the theorem is proved. 

(§*4) If H is connected, and if B can be mapped on E* continuously, 

then 2* is connected. For if B* ware not connected, it would be the 

sum of two non-null non-intersecting sots, and by (7.3.1) the same 

would be true of H, and R would not be connected, contrary to 

hypothesis. 

9.4.1) It follows at once that connectedness is a topological 

property. 

ID. Regularity. The second axiom of countability 

[10.1] A topological space R is regular if in addition to tho 

•feusdorff axioms in the neighborhood system of E satisfies 

the axiom of Victoria^ s Ivory neighborhood Ux of x contains 

a neighborhood VK of x such that every point of the complement of 

Tx is interior to Ux. 

(8) Viatoris, 1. 



(,30.1*1) R is regular If and only if every neighborhood of x 

contains a neighborhood Yx of x such that l c tJx* 
t 

Suppose that contains a neighborhood Vx such that every 

point not in TT is interior to the complement of Yx • Clearly, no 

point of the complement of Ux is in Yx; suppose than that such a 

point is in Yx; then each of its neighborhoods contains points of 

V, contrary to hypothesis. Therefore Yxc TJx. 

Supposo on the other hand that Y*c TJX, and that y is any point 

in the complement of tTx. If every neighborhood of y contains points 

of ¥x, y is in Yxs which is impossible, since Vx and the complement 

of TIx do not intersect* 

(30,1,2) Regularity in a topological property. This follows 

immediately from the fact that inclusion in a sot and the operation 

of closure are topologically invariant* (cf* {7.4)}. 

(20*2) If x and y are into distinct points in a regular space ft, there 

exist neighborhoods Ux and XIx that do not intersect^). This is 

obvious from (iv) of [6*l] and [lO.l] • 

my bo hcmoororphic while considerable differences exist botreon 

their respective systems of neighborhoods. It is because certain 

conditions on the neighborhood system of the space R are sufficient, 

but not necessary for certain topological propositions to hold in H, 

that we make the following definition: 

Lot S be any set of points with a certain system of neighborhoods, 

and let R* be tho same set of points with the system of neighbor¬ 

hoods £. ; then if the map which associates with a point R the 

corresponding point in ft* is homoomorpMc, H is said to admit (or 

contain) tho basis of neighborhoods £ . Also, if Z' is the set 

(9) In other words, Hausdorff'o fourth axiom is satisfied in its 

stronger form {of. footnote on [6.l])» That Yiatoris* regularity 

axiom ia stronger than Hauodorfffa fourth axiom is evident from 
example (10.9*1)* 

From example (7.5.2) it is clear that two topological spaces 



of neighborhoods in Z. of a point in R*, wo aay that tho 

corresponding point In R admits the basis Z ' * 

Whenever a apace H admits a basis Z of neighborhoods, 

we shall assume, for brevity, that tho neighborhoods in B are tho 

elements of tho aystem Z . 

point in R admits a countable basis { wo include this axiom for 

completeness only), 

R satisfies Haus&orff*s second axiom of countability if it 

admits a basis containing not more than a countable sot of neighbor¬ 

hoods# 

(30.5) If R is regular (see [10.l] }, each of its subspaeas tf is 

regular; if R satisfies tho second axiom of countability, so does 

oach of its subspaeos R , 

Suppose that if contains the point x, and that in R the 

neighborhood TJx contains a neighborhood Vx such that each point of 

tho complement of Ux is intorior to tho complement of Vx, 

Ux* = U xfi If1 and Vx* = Vxn R'? are non-empty neighborhoods of x 

(they contain x). If y is a point of the complement of Oj* in if5, 

it is also a point of tho complement of Vx in fi. It follows that 

y as a point of H has a neighborhood Uy interior to tho complement 

of Yx, and therefore y as a point of E4 has a neighborhood Uy*= UyfiR* 

interior to the complement of Vx*j i.a., B* is regular* 

'fhe saeond part of the theorem is oven mors obvious. 

[30.6] Wo shall use th© term S-spaco to denote a regular topological 

space satisfying th© second axiom of countability. 

(lO*6.1) If R is an 3-spaeo, each point a in R has a basis of 

neighborhoods 1^, R^,.*. such that,for all positive n,U^+lc TJa« 

R satisfies Bausdorff’s first axiom of countability if each 

iTon tho countable basis 2 of R, we choose a neighborhood 
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(1) Ux for each point x. From the countable neighborhoods 
f i_) (%) 

TTx , TJX containing the point xt we reject all except 

those with the property that they either contain T7X^ or that 

their closure is contained in Ux
(^, Tho neighborhoods UX^B 

Vx^z\ \r^3\ ... m trout similarly vrith respect to yrJZ\ 

obtaining thus a sequence of noighborhoods 

(l) n (3) 
t w <«) 

X »” x * X » • X 

Repeating this prosseas indefinitely, we obtain tho sequence of 

neighborhoods 

TJ (1) (2) 

x * X * ■ X 

(3) 
* Xx 

f-*) v (5) 

> xx J 

We aoe that if this is dons for each point in Hg tho liausdorff 

axioms in [d.lj arc satisfied by the newly obtained system E 

of neighborhoods: 

1) holds by construction; 

ii) is trivially turo; 

iii} end (iv) hold because they hold for tho cyst era 

E , and bocause E satisfies (ii) and R is 

regular. 

It is readily soon from [?.l] , [7.2] , and [l£)»3] that £ 

is a basis for R. 

[30.7J A sequence of points a^, a^y... of an s-spaco R converges to 

the point a of this space if for every neighborhood tTa there exists 

an integer !c such that TJ contains all the points an (n > k). 

(23.7.1) A convergent sequence of points converge3 to one,point 

only; if more than a finite number of points of its sot arc distinct 

from the point to which it converges, this point is tho unique 

limit point of the set. The proofs of these statements are too 

familiar to need inclusion. 

(20.7.2} If I is a set in an 3-space R, the point a in R belongs 

to S if and only if S contains a sequence converging to a. We omit 
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the proof. 

(lD.8) If 1? is a sot in a topological apace Ii satisfying the 

second axiom of countability, and if A is a set of open sots 

v?ho33 sum contains ”, then wa can select from A a countable 

system A7 of sets Whose sum also contains IT. Let Z be a 

countable system of neighborhoods in It, and let Z' - l ^1* ^2****^ 

be the set of all neighborhoods in Z which are contained in one 

or more of the sets of cTi • Let be a system of sets 

from A. such that G; o TJ* (i =1, 2,...). It is clear that the 

system ^ Qlf G^,...j is a countable system from A , and that 

the gum of its softs contutnm E# 

(l0.9) Examples 

(lD.9.1) Lot R bo the sot of points of the Cartesian plane. For 

comreneince we denote by U(x0, yof rj the set of points (x, y) 

for which (x * x0)
2-t- (y - yef

,< r*and 

yjj#y0 unless x=xQ» We shall topolo- 

giao R in different manors and thus 

exhibit some of the intuitive ideas 

behind Victoria* axiom and IJausdorff*3 

fourth axiom (of. footnote on jd.l] )• 

i) If every sat TT(xot y0, r) is a neighborhood of the 

point (xot y0), R is a non-regular space satisfying the Eausdorff 

axioms, even if the fourth axiom is given in Its stronger form. 

ii) If we require r to take on rational values only, we 

see that the space satisfies the first axiom of countability (cf* 

[lO.d] )• The topologlaations (1) and (ii) are obviously 

equivalent. 

iii) If we require xoJ yot and r to be j^tiongl and say 

that TT{xof yb> r) is a neighborhood of every point it contains, we 
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sea that the apace R satisfies the second axiom of countability. 

Under the present; topologization it is at ill not regular, since 

the Victoria axiom ia not satisfied for neighborhoods of (xe, y0) 

where x0 and y0 are rational. To see that the topologization trndor 

(ill) is not equivalent with that under (!) and (ii), consider tits 

sequence of points (xM y^) (»=1, 2, •••; x = 1/n, y = fB }. Under 

the topologization of (iii) this sequence has the limit point 

CO, 1fz ), and its points do not form a closed set. Under tbs 

topologization of (i) and (ii), the sequence has no limit point, 

and the set is therefore closed. 

iv) If we require xot yQ, r to be rational, and say that 

U{xot y0, r) is a neighborhood of every point it contains except 

(x0, yQ)» a topological space is no longer defined. For if xQ and 

y0 are rational numbers, the set U(xot yot r) is a neighborhood of 

some point and contains the point (x0» yQ), but contains no neighbor- 

hood of the point (xos ye). Therofora axiom (iii) of [6.1 J is not 

satisfied. 

(30.9*2) Let R be the space of (6.6.4}, in which every set U is a 

neighborhood of x provided it contains x and all but a finite number 

of points in S. If R contains only a finite number of points, it is 

a discrete space. If and only if R has not more than a denumerable 

infinity of points, the second axiom of countability is satisfied. 

If R has an infinity of points, the fourth Hausdorff axiom in its 

stronger form is not satisfied, and therefore R is not a regular 

space. 

11* Compactness 

[ll.ll 4 set 1 in a topological space R is compact if every infinite 

subset of 2 has at least one limit point in 2. R is a compact space 

if the set R is compact. R is locally compact if each point in R 
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has a neighborhood the closure of which is compact. 

(11,1,1) By (10*7.2), a necessary and sufficient condition for a set 

in a compact 3-spaca to be compact is that the set is closed. 

of coEgjaot non-null sots in an 3-space is non-empty and compact. 

If, for some i, F-, = F;+1 = + •»«, the theorem is obvious. 

such that S; ^ S • +( and E; E-1+1 for all i, I© choose a; in 

B- - S-1 + 1, obtaining thus an infinite sot of distinct points a^, a^* 

which must have at least ono limit point. Since the sets F; are 

closed , and since each of them contains all but a finite number of 

the set of points a^a^,,,*, the limit points of the set [alt a^, ... 

are contained in the intersection of F^, i.e. this inter¬ 

section is not empty, Again, since the sets F] are closed, their 

intersection, is closed by (6,4,3), and by (11,1,1) it is compact, 

(31*2,1} If F is the intersection of the sets F; in (11,2), and 

if G is an open set containing F* then there exists a number k such 

that G D Fa (n> k). If we write 12^= Fn - G, E^ is the inter- 

section of the closed set3 E - G and Fn and is therefore.Closed and 

compact. Obviously Ea+1 (n=l,2,.„), and by (11,2) the in¬ 

tersection 3 of the sets E^E^,.,. is non-null, unless one of the 

sots S; is null. Since E =F - G=G, this implies that S; ia a null 

ast, for oono 1, ard tho thaoraa la proved. . 

(lX.3) If E is a compact set in an S-3paoe and Q. a system of open 

seta whose sum contains I, then the system £"1 contains a finite 

system of open sets whose sum contains E. 

By (10,8) Si contains a countable set of sets |_G^,G^,,,« ) 

tSioss sum contains 3. If we write SA= G^U G2U ,,,UGn and Fa= B-Ha, 

Fa is compact (B is closed and for all n, The theorem is 

Otherwise, we can select sets 
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proved if we show that, for some a, is empty* Bat if none of 

the sets E^were empty, there intersection would by (11*2) not be 

eapty, and the system -[G^G^... } would not cover the set IS, 

contrary to hypothesis# 

(11#4) If t naps a compact space B on R* continuously, H* is 

compact# 

Suppose that S’ is not compact, so that E* contains an-infinite 

subsot W without limit points in R*. For each point x* of It* we 

select in 1 a point s such that f(x) «x* • The set H of points thus 

obtained in R has at least one limit point a. let a* f(a), and 

let TJ* bo any neighborhood of a*, and V a neighborhood of a such 

that f (U) CT W*. Since a is a limit point of S’, TJ contains at 

least two distinct points p and q of II. It follows from tho 

selection of tho points H* that f(p) and f(q) are distinct, so 

that TJ* contains at least one point of II* other than a*. Therefore 

a* is a limit point of H* contrary to hypothesis# 

(11*4.1) If the sapping f in {11*4} is also one-to-one aid R* Is 

an S-space, then f is a topological sapping. 

Wo have to show that the inverse sap f^x*) is also 

continuous, i.o. that the image by f(x) of every closed sot F in 

R is closed {cf.(7.3.2))• But by (11.1.1) F ia compact, and by 

(11.4) f(F) is compact and therefore closed. 

(ll.S) Shrexy sequence of points in a compact S-spaco contains a 

convergent subsequence. This follows immediately from (20.7.2). 

IS. Oontinuoas functions^) 

[22.1] A real-valued function f (x) is defined on a topological space 

R provided to every point s in R is assigned exactly one real 
(9) This section is not a necessary element in the logical structure 
of tho present paper. Wo include it because the concept of continuous 
functions on a topological space is essential in the theory of 
representation of topological groups, a theory that wo exclude hero only 

tbs extremes limitations imposed by circumstances beyond our 



number* The function is continuous at the point a if for every 

number i->0 there exists a neighborhood lie*, such that for all x in 

(f(x) - f (r.)l < £ ; i.e. the function is continuous at all 

points of R {vie shall say continuous on R) if it gives a continuous 

mp (of 9 L?.l J 5 of R on the set of real numbers topologiaed as 

in (3*5*1)* 

(12*1.1) If f(x) is continuous on the connected space R, and if 

f(x) takes on the values a and b, it takes on all intermediary 

values. 

Otherwise, f (x) would give a continuous map of a connected 

space R on a non-connected set (cf» [9.2] ), contrary to (9.4). 

(12.1*2) A real-valued function on a compact topological space R is 

bounded and takas on its maximum and its minimum value. 

For the set of values on vixloh R i3 napped is by (11.4) 

compact, and therefore closed. 

(12*2) tfrysokn*s lemma 

If 8 and F are two closed non-int©reacting sets in a compact 

3-space R, there exists a continuous function f(x) on R such that 

f(x) = 0 in E, f(x) = 1 in F, and 0 f(x) ^ 1 for all x in R* 

We shall give the proof in throe stops. 

(12.2.1) If A and 3 arc two closed non-intcraeeting sets in a 

compact 3-spaco R, there oxiats an open sot G in R ouch that G 15 A 

ana’s (1 3 r 0, 

Since R is regular, every point x in A has a neighborhood 

U the closure of which does not intersect 8. The closed set A 

is compact, and by (11.3) tm can select from the neighborhoods of 

points in A a finite set G , TJh such that Vx U U •** UGk 

G 3A and 0 does not intersect B. 

(12*2.8) For every n, we construct a system of open seta 
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°/L <**“£-» 

,-VX -7 

• • •  — ) such that 

I) G^i and &/W= 0; 

ii) If r*< rw, Ga, CL G^... 

The system 2-j contains only the set G§* In (12.2.1) we 

constructed such a set* Suppose now that 2Tn is constructedj 

we establish as follows: for p-= 2, 4,..*, 2n+1-2 

we take for the sat G^ (r = } the set G^ in ST*, ; for 

pel, 3,**., 2 -1, wo construct, by the method of (12*2,1), 

the set G. (ft, = _? ) from the two "neighboring” sets GA and 

fi - 0^ where r1= , r^ = and G0 c 2, % = H - F. 

(22*2*3) We are now ready to construct the function* let T 

be the system of all the sots G established in the construction 

of the systems together with the sot R which we 

denote by G^ (12*2.2) notwithstanding* 

For any point x in R we denote by f(x) the greatest lower 

bound of all mines of r for which x is contained in the sot Gr 

of the system 2T * It is easy to see that ?(x) satisfies the con¬ 

ditions imposed on it in (12*2). 

13* Topological products 

In this section, we show a development analogous to our treat- 

sent of the direct product of groups in section 5. Wherever we 

omit the proof of a proposition, a momenta's reflection will show 

that all is obvious* 

[33*l] From two topological spaces R and S wo construct a new 

topological space *F, the topological product T aR-3. Every pair 

of points (:c, y) (x in R, y in S) is a point of T. If E and F are 

sets in R and 3, respectively,, we denote by E*F the set of all 

points (x, y) (x in IS, y in F). If X and Z. are bases of 

neighborhoods in R and 3, respectively, we say that the sot 
V 

is a ne~Skborhood 
of
 where iJ> and are 
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neighborhoods of x and y in R and 3. It is cany to nso that tho 

system 51'of neighborhoods thus obtained satisfies the Heusdorff 

axioms of (S.lQ . 

(l3»2) If 2 and Si' arc replaced by topologically equivalent bases, 

2L*' is replaced by a topologically equivalent basis. 

for if 21 is replaced by an equivalent basis, the sense is 

true for X”" • A repetition of the argument with H.' completes 

the proof. 

(.13.2.1) If 0 and H art* open sots in R and 3, respectively, G«H is 

an open set in T«R*3. 

(13.2.2) If S and E are closed sets in R and 3, respectively, S*F 

is a closed sot in T. 

For if vs writ© G al - E, B = 3 - ?, then 

E-Fs(B - G)*(S - H)»R*3-(G*3 u R*H), 

and since G»3 VJR*H is an open sot by (13.2.1)^ the theorem is 

proved. 

(13.2.3) If the second axiom of countability holds in R and 3, it 

holds in T* 

(13.2 .4) If R and 3 aro regular, T is regular. For if Uy is 

any neighborhood of {x, y), s and y have neighborhoods ^ and , 

respectively, such that Yx dtl^ and CTJ^ . If we write 

r?c %'% is a closed set and therefore but 

Vj CE,’Evj, and therefore Rct^-TJ^* and therefore T la a Aguiar 

space. 

(13*3) If 1 and 3 are compact 3-spaces, T is n compact S-spaee* 

In (13.2.3) and (33.2.4) we have shown that T is an 3-spaco. 

Em?, if E is any infinite set in T, wa choose in E an infinite 

sequence of points cxsc2,«... If enr (an,bvj, it follows from the 

compactness of R and S that for some sequence nx, nx,..« each of 

the sequences ax , aa , ... and bx , bx , ... converges, say to ') 
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points n and b, respectively. It ia c ay to. soo that (a, b) is a 

limit point of E, and ne have, proved that T is compact. 

(33 .4} If R and 3 arc locally cosqwet S-apsees, T ia a locally compact 

S-apnes. 

If a and b arc points in R nnd 3, they have neighborhoods 

and tJb whoso closures aro compact. The issthod of (15.3) can 

he applied to show that the closure of the neighborhood. •Xfa
#is 

compact. 

U3.5 If >1^, Kg* *•* Is a countable set of cocpact S-spaoas, we 

define their topological product T: /my sequence x * £x-j, xgt 

{x^ In ) is a point in T..If is a neighborhood of Xj in 

(i-lt S, a), we say that ths set tT*n)c %•%*•••*VVl‘\*2* — 

ia 7 is a noi^h’-orhood of x. 

It can bo shown that the space ! is fen 5~space. To demonstrate 

that T ia Iso compact, we can show, by the well-kaown "diagonal 

process’", thfet every inf into set B in T has at least one limit 

point (ef. (19.3.4)5. 

(13.6) Example 

If F? and # aro euclidean spaces of dimension m and n, 

respectively, a®*!?58 is hoascoaorphls with I?8*®* 



III. Topological Groupa 

Via stall not? combine the mot bods and results of the first two 

chapters by considering topologissed sets of elements with a binary 

operation that satisfies the requirements for a group. From the 

fact that the object of our attention is a group, we shall deduce 

none of its topological properties; and tho fact that it is a 

topological space will in turn shed light in its behavior as a 

group. 

14* The concept of a, topological group. 

[14.1] A set G of elements with a binary operation and a neighbor¬ 

hood system is a topological group provided 

i} G is an abstract group as defined in £l.lj ; 

ii) G is a topological space as defined in £6.1] ; 

iil) tho binary operation is continuous in the topo¬ 

logical space; i.e., if a and b are any two 

elements of the set 0, then for ovary neighbor¬ 

hood W of the element ob“^ there exist neighbor¬ 

hoods V and ¥ of the elements a and b such that 

W**^C?i* (notation as in [j8.l] }. 

Condition iii) may be replaced by lil*}: 

a) If 1? is any neighborhood of the element ab, there 

exist neighborhoods and % ■Buoh that 

b) If V is any neighborhood of a"1, a has a neighbor¬ 

hood U such that V ~~cy « 

For suppose that iii) is satisfied; the^ foi* a = o, there 

exist for every neighborhood If of b’1 two neighborhoods and 



Y^. such that ue?^3 c5} and since IJe contains the element e, 

VC.W, i.o. (Hi* b) is satisfied. 
\r 

If nos W is any neighborhood of ah, there exist neighbor¬ 

hoods 11^ and such that C.lf# Bit v?s have already shown 

that condition b) la satisfied, in other cords that there exists a 

neighborhood such tlmt TjT3 Cl^.] , i.o. . It follows 

now that b^V^C-4, and therefore (ill* a} is satisfied. 

Ouito similarly we can show that if (iii*a) and (lli’b) hold, 

then (iii) holds, 

(14.1.1) If (iii) is satisfied and the neighborhood system.is 

replaced by another that is topologically equivalent, (iii) is still 

satisfied# 

(l4.2) If w is any neighborhood of c = afi aa^
i...ah

Pv'- 

(r; positive or negative integers), there exist neighborhoods 

Tip ...» of the elements az, aa,...,a^ such that U pj U^1-... 

whore II (- -U^ if a; a ay 

For simplicity in the proof, wo assume that ?. :1 (1=1, 2, ..., a)# 

By (ili*a) there exist neighborhoods tf^ and-tr1<>3;^.. a3 and 

aaai#.*a^su«h that CW*. -’lA^aia there are neighborhoods 

17 z and tl4, ^of az and a^a^.. .a^such that 

TJ2V3»4» * * * jiv C Uzt3511 liv 

A finite number of rapitibions of this argument prove the 

tjropoaition. It is clear that if r£ is allowed to taka on values 

other; them unity, tho same argument applies, except that (iii*b) 

Blast be invoked if r? is negative. 

(14.2.1) If a is any fixod element in the topological group G, the 

one-to-ono mappings f(xjLpa», f’(x) a.ax, and fw{x) - x*1 of G on 

itself are topological. 

In tho case of f(x), it is clear hot? the continuity of ?(x) 

xa and its inverse f~1(x) = xa~1 follows at once from (illVi) of 
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[14. X] . Similar proofs hold for f*{x) and f"(x). 

(l4*2,2) If F in a cloned sot and a any element in G, the nets Fa, 

oF, and F ~Suxs closed, by (14.8.1). 

[14.8.3) If F is an open sot and K any arbitrary not in Cc 

FK, KF, and ?'’1ax’o open sots. For by (14.3.1) any set of the form 

Fa is open,' so that PK, 4a* a sum of open sets, is also open. 

limii.ar arguments apply to KF and F"* 

(14.5) If p and a are any two elements in G, there exists a 

homoomorphie sap (e.g., f{x) »sp-lq) of 0 on itself which mps 

p on q.. 'fo express this by saying that a topological group is a 

homogeneous apace. 

0-4.3.1) It follows from the homogeneity of G that if one element 

of G has a neighborhood for v?hich a condition T is satisfied, then 

condition P is locally satisfied throughout G. For example, if 

soma neighborhood of the identity a has a compact closure, then 

G is locally compact* 

(14.3.2) A topological group G is discrete, (i.e. it contains no 

limit elements) if and only if the identity element of G is a 

neighborhood of itself. 

(L4.4) Tha topological space of a topological group is regular - 

it will follow that if the topological space of a topological 

group satisfies the second axiom of countability, it is an G-spaco. 

If G is any neighborhood of the identity e, it follows from 

(14.8) find from the relation ©a"1*© that e has a neighborhood V 

such that W'^CG. Go shall show that Vc.tr, anti by (10,1.1) 

and (14.3.1) the theorem will be proved. 

If p is • a poin| of V, every neighborhood of p contains 

points of V. Gy (14.2.3) tho sot p¥ containing p is open and 

therefore contains a neighborhood of p, so that pV contains a 
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point a of V; i.e. V contains a point b such that pb =a. 

We have then p - ab and therefore p is contained in W'1^- U„ 

@4.5) If the topological group G satisfies the second axiom of 

countability, and if P and Q aro compact sets in G, then FQ, is 

compact* 

% (14.4), G is an 3-space. If c^sa^b^ (n =1, 2, ...), 

we can find a sequence ax, n^, ... such that aw , sMi» ... 

converges to some point a (by (11.5)). The sequence bni, b* 

has a limit point b. Therefore cn s en $ »*•# has the limit point 
X 

ab, by (iti*b) of [l4.lj . 

15. The topologiaation of groups 

In this section we shall construct, for a topological ©roup 

G, a basis of neighborhoods for G from the basis of the identity e. 

Conversely, we shall show how an abstract group G can be topologized 

if it is possible to find a system of neighborhoods of e, that 

satisfies certain conditions which every basis of e in a topologized 

group mat satisfy. 

M A subset B of a topologisod space R is everywhere dense in R 

if g sR, i.e. if ever? neighborhood in R (cf. (6.2.2)), contains 

points of E. 

(l5.2) If G is a topological group and Z* a basis of neighborhoods 

of its identity a (cf. [lD«3] ), then 

i) the intersection of all neighborhoods in 

X # contains only the element e; 

ii) if U and V are two neighborhoods in £*, 

tl f)V contains a third neighborhood in S.*; 

ill) for every neighborhood 0 in there exists a 

neighborhood 7 in 2* such that W^ctf. 
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iv) for every neighborhood 0 in 2* and every 

element a in IT, 2* contains a neighborhood 

Y such that Ya CU, 

v) for ©very neighborhood U in 21* and ©very element 

a in G, 2* contains a neighborhood ¥ such that 

a^YaCU* 

la sea iraed lately that (i) is a consequence of the Hausdorff 

axioms (1) and (iv) in [6*l] * (ii) is identical with (ii) of 

[6olJ • (ill) follows from (14*2), as in (14,4). (iv) follows 

from (iiiva) of £l4.1] • (v) can be deduced from (14*2) by talcing 

ajr a”1, a^ = e, a3^a, 

(35*2*1) If %* is a basis of the element e in the topological 

group G, and the set M is everywhere dense in G; if is the 

system of sets of the form Vx (1 in 51* » x in II); and if each 

set Us is assigned as a neighborhood to every point it contains, 

then 2T is a basis for the topological group 0. 

We have to show that the system 51 satisfies the conditions 

of [6.1] , and that every set which is open under the topologisatlon 

r is an open set in G, and conversely. 

Suppose that a is a point in an arbitrary open set 8 in G. 

Then Ear* Is an open sot containing e, and by (14*2) the sat 21* 

contains a neighborhood U such that 130 -1 d lia It is easily 

7 

see© that sines ll is everywhere dense, aS“ is everywhere dense 

and therefore contains an element d in U* 

d-1a is contained in M , and therefor© the set Ud_1a is one 

of the sots in 51 * ait also UU“1o2a"x, and since U contains the 

element d, this implies Ud^C^Ba-1, l.e. Ud_1a Gje. Finally, 

Ud"1 contains e, since d is in 0, and therefore a is in 0d”3as i.e., 

the point a has a neighborhood 0d contained in 1* We have thus 

\ 
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ahcvm that B la open under the topologlzatlon £ • 

Conversely, it follows from (14.2.3) that all seta of the 

system 5T are opon sets in the topological space G. It follows 

that if S is an open sat under the topologination XI , it is an 

open set of the space G* 

Moreover, sine© M is everywhere dense, the first of the 

Hausdorff axioms in £6.1) is satisfied by th© system £ • Since 

the remaining three axioms are statements requiring the existence 

of certain neighborhoods relative to given neighborhoods, and since 

every opon act I of G is an open set under the topologization 51 

and all sets of the system 21 are open sets in Gt the proof is 

complete* 

(15.3) let G be an abstract group and 51 * a system of sate of G 

satisfying the five conditions in (15.2); than G is a topological 

group if we assign to each point x as neighborhoods the sets 

Vf = VA (U in £*}. Moreover, the system £. of neighborhoods thus 

obtained gives the only topologization of G under t7hich TL* is a 

basis of c. 

We have to prove that the system 2~ satisfies the Hausdorff 

axioms of [_6*lJ « 

(i) is obviously satisfied, (li) follows from (ii) of 

(15,2). (iii) follows from (iv) of (15.2). (iv) can be deduced 

from (i) of (15.2); for if y is any point other than x in a 

neighborhood Wx, there exists in £ * a set V that does not contain 

the point yx*"^ The neighborhood Yx of x therefore does not contain 

the point yx-1x = y, and (iv) is satisfied. Ife have therefore proved 

that under the system Z G is a topological space. 

We show next that condition (iii) of1 Jl4*l] is satisfied in 

the space G: i.o* that if a and b ero any two elements of G and 

W is any neighborhood of ab“^ there exist neighborhoods U and Y 
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of a and b such that Ufld?, 

Let essab-"1 and lot ’/c be a neighborhood of ab*1* Sy 

(ill) of (15.2) there exists a set TJ in Z* such that W_1cW, 

and by (v) of {15*2} there exists a set IT in 2L* such that 

ob~1¥ba'"ac;U. This implies ab“3-V ”:ic;xr‘3ab-:L and therefore 

mmrX
 = mib^V^COT^ab^CWab-^lc. 

It remains to show that t gives the only topologlnation 

under which X * Is a basis of the identity element ei Suppose 

that 3 is any system of neighborhoods in which the neighborhoods 

of e can bo replaced by those of the system 21*. Then, if 3* is 

the system, of sots of th© form Tlx (U in 2*, x in G) and if ©very 

sst in S* is assigned as neighborhood to each point it contains, the 

topological space thus obtained is not distinct from that under 3, 

by (15*2.1}j but by {7.8*2) it is not distinct from the space 

obtained under the system X, and the theorem is proved. 

(15.4) Sxamples 

(15.4.1) Let Gn bo the additive group of vectors in the n- 

disiensional estclidean vector space. Clearly the null vector is the 

identity element* If Its neighborhoods are the sets TJ^ of all 

non-null vectors whose magnitude Is less than r, G'v is topologized. 

(15*4*2) The set of non-singular square matrices of order n can be 

topologized; If is the sat of all matrices whose elements do not 

exceed £ in absolute value, and if U* is the set of matrices of 

the form e+a, where a is in and e is the identity matrix, then the 

system of sets TJ^ satisfies all conditions of {15.3}. 

16. Subgroup. Komal subgroup. Factor group. 

[16*1J If G is a topological group and H is a sot of elements of G 

which is a subgroup of the abstract group G and a closed set in the 

topological spice G, then E is a (normal) subgroup of the topological 
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group G. In other words, a subgroup of the abstract group G is 

a subgroup of the topological group provided it is a closed sat in 

the topological space 0, 

(16.2) If H is a subset of the topological group G and a subgroup of 

the abstract group G, and if H is topologisod as a snbspace of the 

space G, then H is a topological group. 

We need only prove that the group operations in H aro 

continuous in the topological space II, i.o. that condition (ill) 

of [14.13 is satisfied. 

If a and b are any two elements in II and ab"1^ c, and if ;«'* 

is a neighborhood of o in the space H, there exists a neighborhood 

W of c in the space G such that a and b have neighbor- 

hoods IT and V in G such that W"X«S. If we write 0* » BOU, V*_ 

HD^s wo have 0,V,'3C’2,I and the theorem is. proved. 

(16.3) If H is a subgroup of a compact (locally compact) topological 

group G, H is compact (locally compact). 

If G is compact, H is compact becausa it is closed (11,1.1). 

If G is locally compact and a is dn element of H, then a has a 

neighborhood 0 in 0 ouch that 0 is compact. If we write 0* - 0 0H, 

then 0’CB, since II is closed relative to G, The sat 0T is a 

neighborhood of a in the space H, and the set U* is compact, since 

U*C0. Therefore K is locally compact,. 

[,16.43 If H is a subgroup of a topological group G, and G/H the 

totality of all right cosets of H in G, and if £ is a basis of 

neighborhoods 0 for G, w construct a system £/ of neighborhoods 

for the sot G/H by choosing as neighborhoods 0* the sets of all 

eosets of the form Bx, where x is any element in one of the 

neighborhoods 0 in the system ST . The topological space G/H thus 

obtained we call the space of right cosets of H in G. Analogously 

we define the space of left cosets G/H. It is easy to see that the 
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neighhorhood oyoton X * satisfied the Bausdorff axioms of [s.l_/ . 

(16.4.1) If IT is a subgroup of a compact (locally compact) 

topological group G, then the space of coaata G/H is compact 

(locally compact). 

For let , A^, ... be any sequence of elements in G/H. 

Then Anio of the forrr. Hnn. If G ia compact,, the sequence a^* a3,.., 

has a subsequence an^, a^, ... converging to a Unit point a. 

The subsequence »••• converges to A-Ha, since the neighbor¬ 

hoods of A are sots of cosefco of the fom Hz (x in sane neighborhood 

U of a). 

The proof for the ease of local compactness is similar. 

[26.5J A rapping f of a topological space H on a topological: space 

B* is open if. for every open set S in R,f (H) is an open set in R*. 

Clearly, a napping f is open if and only if for every point a and 

every neighborhood TJ of a in R the point a* =f (a) has a neighbor¬ 

hood V* such that 'Pho necessity of the condition is 

immediate* ft ceo the sufficiency, suppose that the condition 

is satisfied, and that E is an open set in R. If a is a point in 

E, 1 contains a neighborhood U of a, and by hypothesis a* = f(a) has 

a neighborhood Y* such that V’Cf(H)Cf(S)* It follows that f(E) 

is an open set. 

It will be evident in section 17 that the concept of opes 

mappings ia very important in the topology of groups, A homcstozphism 

cannot be a topological mapping, except in the special ease where 

it is an isomorphism. In an opes continuous homomorphim we shall 

have a mapping which %ouM be topological if it were one-to-one,* 

(16.5.1) If H is a subgroup of a topological group 0 and g/H the 

space of cosets of B, no call the natural sapping of G on G/H the 

mapping which associates with each element % in G the element 
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X Rf (x] which is the coset containing the element x. We show that 

this mapping is continuous and open. 

Suppose that G/H is the space of right coasts. If a is an 

■element of G and we write A alia, then f (a) a A. If W* ia a neighbor¬ 

hood of A, W* is composed of all coasts of the form Ttx, where x 

belongs to some neighborhood U of a. By {14.2.3} EC is an opes set 

in G, and therefore it contains some neighborhood Y of a. If© have 

then f (V) CW, and therefore f is continuous. That f is an open 

mapping is obvious from the choice of neighborhoods in the space 
.It 

G/K. 

&6«6) If H is a normal subgroup of a topological gfoup G, then, the 

sat of cosets G/H with the topology assigned in [16.4J and tho 

binary operation defined in [2.7] ia called the factor group of 

the topological group 8 by the normal subgroup H. We prove that 

the factor group is a topological group. 

If A and B are two elemento of G/H, and if G = AB-1and W* 

is a neighborhood of 0, l* is a sot of cosets of the fora Ite, where 

z is any element in a neighborhood W of some ©lament c* Wow if b. 

is any element in B and a is the element cb, then a is is A. There 

exist neighborhoods IT and Y of a and b such that W If U* 

and V* are the corresponding neighborhoods of A and B, with elements 

of the fora Hx, Ky (x in IT, y in Y), we have 

NxCHy}~l S 
ml
« rn'1 ay*1 •Kay”1 C W. 

Therefor© u!,Y^”1C ?!*, and condition fill} of [14.4) is satisfied. 

(15*6,1} If G is a topological group satisfying the second axiom of 

countability, then every factor group G/N satisfies this axiom. 

(16.6.8} If a topological group G is compact (locally compact}, each 

of its factor groups G/H Is compact (locally compact). 

If G is compact, it follows from the fact that G can be mapped 
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on G/II continuously that G/II is compact (ef. (11.4)}. 
IOCCLUH 

If G is/\corapact , its identity 0 lias a neighborhood U such 

that tT la compact. ¥0 apply the natural mapping f of {16.5.1}; 

sines this is open, f (tj) «»u* is an open set in G/N, and since f 

is continuous, t(V) is compact. Bines U is a neighborhood of s, 

H is an element of IT*, and since by (14,4) G/H is a regular space, 

the element il lias a neighborhood V* such that Y*CTT'-cZt{\1). ?* is 

closed and f{TJ) is compact* Therefore if* is compact, and since 

Gy'S ie a homogeneous space, G/li la locally compact. 

(16.6.5) If H is a normal subgroup of a topological group 0, and if 

II and G/II arc both compact awl G satisfies the second axiom of 

countability, then G is compact. 

lie denote by G* the factor group G/lJ and by f the natural 

mpping of G on G* as described in (16.5.1), and we write *-?(**)» 

where alt a^, ... is an infinite sequence of points in 0. Since 

al** &x* **• has convergent subsequence, wo shall suppose for 

simplicity that the sequence itself converges to a point a*. 

By hypothesis, the identity e in 0 has a countable basis of 

neighborhoods, TJj, TXj, .... % (10.8.1), wo my suppose that this 

sequence of neighborhoods is aonotonic decreasing, i.o. UnpbVv+1 

for all n. If we write *f (G^), the sequence TTj*, ... is 

raonotonie decreasing and forms a basis of neighborhoods for 0* in 

G*« Since the sequence a^*, a,*, ... converges to a*, wo can 

replace it by a subsequence so that a *8^"^ is in TTn*. How lot 

a9 be an inverse image in G of a*, and bw an inverse image in 
«.* 

of and write a^9 rb^a*, Then f (a^9} « f (b^ffa9} sr 

o^a*”^a4! * a^1 »f {«*). Hox’oover, since by(16.5.1) f 13 a 

continuous mapping, a^9, a^*, ... converges to a*. 

If we now write crSa^a , en belongs to fi, since f(a^*)^r 

f(a^, i.a. since a^9 and an belong to the same couet, Since II 



Is compact, wo can select from c^, c^, ... a convergent 

subsequence cn , c„ , ... Since , ... also converges, 
l 2m X 2m 

the sequence c^a^ , c,na
a>jl * ••• converges; but this sequence 

can bo written a^, a„ * •. .^ami the theorem is proved. 

LB.?] A topological group is simple if each of its normal subgroup 

is either discrete or coincides with G. 

£6.8) If H is a (noisnal) subgroup of the abstract group G, then 

H is a {normal) subgroup of the topological group S-. 

% (8.2.1), II is a group provided we caa show that if a and b 

are ini!, then ab"1 is inTl. If W is a neighborhood of ab-1, there 

exist neighborhoods T? and Y of a and b such tliat TT/~lCW. But there 

exist elements x and y in H belonging to 0 and V, respectively, and 

therefore xy-* belongs to B and to S. This shows that ab**a belongs 

to H. Since R ia closed in 0, it follows that H is a subgroup of 

the topological group G. 

Suppose now that H is normal, that a is an element of H and 

c an element of G. If V is a neighborhood of c^ac, a has by 

(14.2) a neighborhood IT such that C^TJecY. Since H is normal, 

n*1xc is in R. Since Y is an arbitrary neighborhood of c-1ac, 

and c“xxe is in Y, e"%c is in II, and H is a normal subgroup of 

the topological group G, 

26.9) Example 

If G is the additive group of real numbers, topologiaed in the 

obvious manner, G ia a simple group. For either H contains 

elements arbitrarily near the element 0, and is therefore everywhere 

dense in G; by definition of subgroups, HcH, and therefore H-G, 

Or also K contains n least positive number h, and it is obvious that 

H is composed of the elements nh and none others, whore n is an 

integer; clearly TI is than discrete. 
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X'? * Isomorphism. AutomoroM sra. HQir.ornorpM sm. 

Just as in the theory of* abstract groups we do not distinguish 

between two groups with the same algebraic structure, and as in 

topology T?Q do not consider differences between two topological 

spaces that can be mapped on each other hceieomorpM cally, we es¬ 

tablish classes of topological groups the members of which we 

regard as equivalent. 

|l7.l) A sapping f of a topological group G* Is isomorphic if f 

maps the abstract group 0 on the abstract group 0* icoaorphieally 

and the topological space G on the topological space 0* hoaaonorphic- 

ally. If an isomorphism between the topological groups G and Or 

exists, we soy that the two topological groups are isomorphic. 

An isomorphic mapping f of a topological group on itself is an 

automorphism. 

For brevity, we shall sometimes refer to a relation which 

maps an abstract group isomorphieally on another as an algebraic 

isomorphism, in distinction to a topological Isomorphism; the 

latter egression shall always denote a relation satisfying the 

conditions of the present paragraph, 

Li? ,E] A mapping. g of a topological group G into a topological 
f 

group 6* is homomorphic if g is an homomorphic mapping of the 

abstract group G into the abstract group G* and a continuous 

mapping of the topological space G into the topological apace 0*. 

A homomorphic mapping g of a topological group G into a 

topological group G* is onon if it is an open mapping of the 

topological space G into the topological space G*. 

(37.53 If G and G* are two topological groups and g is an homomorphic 

mapping of the abstract group G into the abstract group G*, then 

I) a sufficient condition for g to bs a continuous 
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rnppias of the topological apace 0 into the topological space 

G® is that for every neighborhood U* of e;’: in 0* the identity & 

in G have a neighborhood tJ such that g{TT) C TP • 

ii) a sufficient condition for the mapping of the 

topological apace 0 into the topological space G* to be open io 

that for every neighborhood V of o in G the identity # in G* 

have a ncigLiharhood V"* such that gCV) Ov*. 

Suppose the condition in (1) is satisfied. If a is an 

eloiaant in G, and if g£a)—a*' and U* is a neighborhood of a*, 

then U^a'^ "1 contains a neighborhood of the identity e*# and’ 

therefore thera exists a neighborhood Uf of tho identity e In G such 

that sfl'SCCV’1. D*a eont ains a neighborhood 0 of a, and 

s(U}g{a)ClTV * tT% and g is a continuous mapping. 

Too proof for (ii) is analogous. 

[17.4] If G is 5i topological group, M one o? its normal subgroups 

and G/M tho corresponding factor group, no define the natural 

homomorphic m.ippir.g £ of the topological group 0 on its factor 

group O/H by associating with every element x in G that coast 

X of ll which contains x, i.e. by *.?riting g(x) sX »Kx. 

In (3,4} wo showed that the mapping just described is an 

hossoMoarphies of the abstract group. G on the abstract group G/u, 

and in (16.5.1) it was shown that the mapping is continuous and 

open. 

(17.4.1) If s is an open homomorphic wiippir.g of a topological 
rtc 

group G on a topological group G*, and if I! is kernel of tho 

hoisonrarphisa, than K is a normal subgroup of tho topological 

group 0, and the topological group G* is isomorphic with G/lf,-- 

In (3.3) vio proved that K is a nonaal subgroup of ...the 
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abstract group 0. Since g is n continuous snapping sni Bis com¬ 

posed of all elements which are mpped on the single element e, 

H is closed in O, and therefore it is a normal subgroup of the 

topological group G, 

Row let x* be an element of G*, and X the totality of all 

invex’se irsnges in G of x*.In {3*3} it was proved that X is a 

cooot of R in the group G, and that the mapping determined by 
the fro. ct~ ^ roup 5*0tv 

f(x*) aX is an isomorphic napping ol7| the abstract group G/Sff* 

Since f is a ona-to-o.no napping of the space G* on the space 

G/II, the theorem will bo proved if wo show that f is biContin¬ 

uous* 

Suppose that a* is an oleraent of £*, f{a*} sA, and V* is a 

neighborhood of A in G/K. By [16*4J* U’ is the sot of all coasts 

of the form !<x where x belongs to some fixed neighborhood U in 6, 

and where U contains an element a such llv t A = Ha. Since the 

mopping g la open end g(a) - a*, a* has a neighborhood Y* which 

is contained in How let x* be '••np point in l'*; then V con¬ 

tains an element x such that g.(x} a 'X*'. We have then f{x*)«Uxj 

and since Hx is an element in XI’3 f is u continuous trapping* 

It remains to be proved tint is also a continuous sap¬ 

ping* Lot A*Ra ha nn element in G/H4 and lot tT”* ho a neighbor¬ 

hood of a*sf“^(A). Since the snapping g is continuous and g(a)s a*, 

the element a has a neighborhood Y such, that g(Y}CR*» If Y* Is 

the neighboi’hood of A which is composed of all cosets of the form 

H* (x in V), then 

17.5) If the two topological groups 0 and G* are locally compact 

and satisfy the second axiom, of countability, then every homo- 



morphic mapping g of the topological group G on the topological 

group G* is open. It Hill folios that the result of (17.4.1) 

applies to ovary homomorphism between the two topological groups* 

le prove first that If *< is a neighborhood in G, g(W} In G* 

contains a neighborhood W*. 

Since the topological space 0 is locally compact and regular 

(of. (14.4)}, there exists a neighborhood V such that T is com¬ 

pact and VO, Since G satisfies tho second axiom of countability, 

it follows from {10.8) that from tho system of sots of the form 

Vx (x in G) wo can select a countable system covering Gj in other 

words, there exists a sequence of points a<7, ... such that tho 

system of open sots Va^, Va<», ••• covers G* If wo write g(¥an) »*a. 

we can apply the proof in (11.4) to show that Pn is also com¬ 

pact. Since G* is an S-spaco, it follows from (11.1,1) that Fn 

Is closed. Obviously, the system Fj, Fg, ... covers the space 0*. 

Suppose now, if possible, that non© of tho sots Fn contains 

a neighborhood. Since G* is locally compact, it contains at least 

one neighborhood V* with a compact closure. Since Fj_ is closed 

and contains no neighborhood, V* contains a point bi which to¬ 

gether with a neighborhood Vj does not belong to Fjj since G* 

is regular, we my by (10.6.1) suppose that V\ C.V* and does 

not belong to Fj* Similarly, Yj contains a point bg with a neigh¬ 

borhood Fg such that FgCFj and Vg docs not intersect Fg. Con¬ 

tinuing this process, we construct a sequence V^t Vg, ... with 

r„,icvn such that each of the seta Tn is compact and has no 

points in Pn. By (11.2), the intersection of those sets ?n is 

not empty, and tho sequence of sets Fj, Fg, ... does not cover G*. 
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It follows that at least one set contains a neighbor- 

hood. By (14.2.3) j the sat g{V) = %g(ajc"’^5 also contains a 

nai$iborhood, But ’/CW, and therefore g(l«) contains a neigh¬ 

borhood w3*. 

It U is o neighborhood of a in G, a has a neighborhood S 

ouch that WT^C$ (of. (14.2)' end observe that o soc"“^} • Wo 

hero proved that g(W) contains a neighborhood W*. If q is & pafaf rf V*-; 
AYitl p «, 
point of W such that g(p) = <j, then %“•*• is a neighborhood of a, 

and clearly •Jp"*1, is contained in W« Moreover, is a neigh¬ 

borhood of a* in G*t and we have now g(U) g(Wjf*) and 

g is an oport ta&pping. q.e.d* 

(l?«6) If G and G* are topological groups, and if f Is an open 

homomorphic mapping of the topological group G on 0* with the 

kernel K% there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the 

subgroups of G* and those subgroups of G that contain B», More¬ 

over, this one-to-one correspondence can be chosen so that nor¬ 

mal subgroups correspond to each other and their respective fac¬ 

tor groups G/lJ and G*/N* era isomorphic. 

If S* is a subgroup of the topological group G% we ussoci- 

ato with it the subgroup H of elements in G which ere inverse 

images of alaaonts in H*« If H is a subgroup of Gt we associate 

with it the set of elements = 

Lot H* bo any subgroup of'the topological group 0*.' It is 

obvious that H is a subgroup of the abstract group G. Since H* 

is a closed sot and f is a continuous mapping, H is a closed set 

and therefore a subgroup of the topological group G» 



If VS*' is a nomal subgroup of th® topological ^roup &* and H 

the subgroup of elements in G which are mapped on N j let g be the 

natural homomorphism of G® on G*/N* sO**. Hfcen h(x) s g(f(x)} is 

by {16.5.1) an open homomorphism of 0 on G**, end its kernel Is 

B. By (17.4.1) H is c, normal subgroup of the topological group 

€5, and the topological groups o/K and ere isomorphic* 

Conversely, let H bo a m».hgro«.p of the topological group 5, 

and write H* sf(Il). fhtpnos®, none over, thrt H coats ins the kernel 

B* of fj then every element in 0 Which helons to the inverse 

Image of H* nlso belongs to H» For if f(a) in in H*, B contains 

on clement b ouch that f(b) =rf(e)* 

ffab"1) -ftBlftb"1) = f(a)[?(h)]”1 > o*f 

1.0. sb"“ is in H* and a in lab- H. Therefore f(0- - H) * G* - H*, 

and oincc G - H is open and f is an open mapping, H* is closed 

in G*. By {3.5*8) H* is H subgroup of the abstract group G*f and H* 

is normal if II is norrasl. This concludes the proof. 

17.7) IfecsKple. 

Lot 0 bo the additive group of real numbers with the discrete 

topology, RM G* the additive group of real numbers with the ob¬ 

vious ’♦notu^ 1 ” topology. If we define the rtapoiuf g of Q on 0*- 

by associating with the real number x In 6 the seme real number 

x* in G*, it is clear that g is an algebraic isomorphism of G 

on G*. Topolordeally, p is an homomoroMsm, sine® it is contin¬ 

uous, but not. an isomorphism, since its in^ero® is not contin¬ 

uous. 

Although G nod 0* are both locally compact, theorem (17*5) 
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does not apply, since G fail3 to satisfy the second nxioa of 

countabllity. 

13. Intersection and product of subgroups* 1)1root product. 

(18.1) It !£ is & sot of (normal) subgroups of « topological space 

O, and D is the intersection of the subgroups in 13, than D.is a 

{norm!) oub -roup of the topological group G* thin follows at ones 

f '*osi (Sol) and ( 6.4.3). 

Os.2) If A is a sat of elements of a topological group Gf there 

exists a uni cue minimal subgroup of G which contains A* also a 

Gnique ainraal normal subgroup which contains A. For by (23*1} the 

intersection of all (normal) subgroups containing A is a (nor¬ 

mal) subgroup of the topological group 8* 

(IS.3) If H is a subgroup and II a normal subgroup of the topologi¬ 

cal group 0, then the intersection Da HOI* is a normal subgroup 

of the topological group H* 

For by (5.3) D is a normal subgroup of the abstract group 

H, and by (6.4.3) anti [8.8} D is o closed set relative to H« 

@8.4) If H is a subgroup and N s normal subgroup of the topological 

group G, end if th® product HN la a closed set in S, thou 

HMsMEbis a subgroup of the topological group G; and if H is a 

normal subgroup of G, BE is also normal. This follows from (5.4) • 

(1 8*4.1) If the topological group G is compact end satisfies the 

second axiom of countability, the product HE i.n (18.4) is a closed 

set. in 0. 

For H and U aro in this case both compact subspaces of G, 
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mid since 0 is an S-spaee, H and II as well as tfeoir direct pro¬ 

duct are compact S-spaeea (ef. (13.3)). % (iii’a) of £14.1] the 

direct product H*fl can be mapped continuously on tha set HB in 

Of by (11.4) SB is compact, and since S is an S-spaee it follows 

that HI is closed. 

08.4 .2} The conditions of (18*4.1) can. he relaxed, to prows that 

if G satisfies the aoeona axio$ of countability and one of the 

sets H and S* say H, is compact, then IQ? is a clOsod set. 

Let tha sequence c^, eg, ... in SB converge to c in G« Be 

can write (aa in H, b& in II), and frost a^t ag, ... wo 

can select a subsequence a^, an^, ... converging to a in H. Mow 

-1 -i 
bn sran cn, and therefore b^, b^, ... converges to a 

xc. But 

H is closed, and therefore a"^c is in II, and c «a(a~^c) is in HI* 

Therefore HI is closed* 

(33.4.3) If Hp Hgt .. • ,1-Ijj are nomal subgroups of a topological 

group G, and if the product P« %!%,*.Bjj. is closed in G, then P 

is a normal subgroup of the topological group G. 

(18.5) If B is a subgroup and R a normal subgroup of a locally compact 

topological group G satisfying the second axiom of countability, 

and if the product P a HK Is a closed subset of the topological 

space G, and 0 denotes the intersection HAM, then tho factor 

groups H/D and. P/B are isomorphic* 

It follows from (18.3) and (18.4) that D and P are topologi¬ 

cal groups. In proving (5*5) wo showed that clement X of the 

group B/D is contained in exactly one element X* of the group 

P/M, If we write X*«= f(X), we have, for X«=Dx (x in 11}, X*» fix. 
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!a also proved, In (5.5), that the sapping f is an algebraic iso¬ 

morphism. it remains to prove that the isomorphism is topological. 

If U** is n neighborhood of an element A* in the space P/fl* 

it is composed of all coasts of the fora Sx (x in soma neighbor¬ 

hood IT* in the space P). Since Ktf* is an opon set in P and con¬ 

tains A*, II/I{HO’) SU is an open sot in it (of. (S.S.D) and con¬ 

tains A sfp*^(At} (A is contained in A*). Let If* be the opon sot 

of all cosots of the fora Ox (x in U). Then, if X is In 5*, f(X) 

is in TJ,*I and f is a continuous mapping. 

Wo have proved so far that f is an algebraically isomorphic 

and topologically homomorphic mapping of the topological group 

H/ft on P/M. Since the topological spaces R/D end l/l? satisfy tho 

second axiom of countability and are locally compact (of.(16.S)), 

(16.4*1), (17.5) applies and f is an open mapping. 

[38.6] If K and H aro two normal subgroups of thetopological group 

0, wa s y that G is decoiapoged into the direct product of its sub¬ 

groups K and M if KH-G and Kf) U = (e^ . 

[18.7] If & and K aro two topological groups and 0 la tho sot off all 

pairs (x, y) (x in K, y in H) mrl if tho algebraic operations 

and the topologiealjrolations in G are defined as in [5.7] and 

[l5.1] , respectively, we say that G is the direct product of tho 

topological groups K and N* 

(13,7.1) The product G defined in [18,7] is a topological group. That 

G is an abstract group follov?a from [5.7J, that G is a topological 

space from [l3.l] • It remains to show that the group operations 

are continuous. 

Suppose a (a*, a") and b fbf, b”) arc two elements of G. 

Write e ab~* (a,bt“^, a”b”“^) (o% c"), and lot W bo a neigh¬ 

borhood of c. By 13.1 s ia eoroposod of all points (z% a”) in 
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G- where a* and s" are elements In neighborhoods W* and W* of 

tho points c* and 0" In K and II, respectively. Since the group 

operations are continuous in E and II, the- elements a*, b*, a”, b" 

have neighborhoods U*, 7*, U", V" such that TJ«V*"1CW* and 

m^C3
n. If 0 is tho set of all pairs {x*. x") such that x* 

is in V* and xw is in TJ"; and if V Is tho set of all pairs {y*, yn) 

such that y* is in 7* and y” is in 7°, then obviously W“~0'l* 

• and 0 is a topological group/ 

(38.7.2) The extension of {18*?'} and {18.7.1} to any finite number 

of topological groups Is obvious. 

(33.7.5) If the topological group 0 Is decomposed into the direct 

product of E and K, every element of E commutes with every element 

of H, and every element of G can b© represented uniquely in the 

form kn, where k is in K and n in IT. Tho proof in (5.6.1) is ■ 

valid hero* 

Os.7.4) If the topological group 0 is tho direct product of two 

groups E and II, and if K1 and N1 arc the sets of elements in G 

which nro of the fora (k, a*) and .3, nf), respectively, then 

i) K* and Is* &ra normal subgroups of G, 

ii) G is docomposod into the direct product of X* and II*, and 

iii) X* end H* are isomorphic with & and S, respectively. 

Tho proofs of the algebraic properties arc as in (5.7.2). 

The topological pspoefc of tho isomorphism follows directly from 

tho construction of no I jxhborhoodn in the direct product G. 

(28.7.5) If G is % locally compact topological group satisfying 

the second axiom of countability, and if G Is decomposed into the 



direct product of K and Mj iff moreover K* and H* arc topological 

groups iaoaorphic with K and4 H, respectively, and Q* is the di¬ 

rect product of E* and II* j then the topological groups G and 0* 

are isomorphic* In short: If the space of G is a locally compact 

S-apaee, (18.6] and {18.7] arc equtvalent in the sense in Match 

[s.s3 and [5,7] arc equivalent (cf. (5*7.1)}* 

let f and g be isomorphic mappings off the topological group 

K* on K anti of the topological group K* on K, respectively. To 

ovary element (x, y) in 0*, corresponds an element h((x, y)) = f (x)g(y) 

in the group G; in (5*7.1) we showed that h is an algebraic isotaor- 

phisia of G* on G. Wo show next that h is a continuous mapping. 

If W is a neighborhood of c cab in G, where a is in Kt b in 

If, there exist neighborhoods 0* end ¥* off a and b in G ouch that 

UVCS« If MO write ffa EflO* and ¥= BOV*, ll and ¥ are neighbor¬ 

hoods In the subspscos It.and If (cf. (.3.13)» If vo write a* - ff~^(a) 

and b*= e"^(b), there exist neighborhoods V* and Y* of a* and b* such 

that f(tT* )CT1 end g(¥*)CiY, If Tf* is the neighborhood of the ele¬ 

ment (a*, b*) in G' composed of nil pairs (x, y) {x in tf*, y 

in ¥*), it is obvious that h(S!)Of. therefore h is continuous* 

Since h is algebraically isomorphic and topologically contin¬ 

uous* it is open, by (17,5), and therefore bicontinuous (G is 

locally eorspact'j the same is true of I and B, since those spaces 

ora closed in 0; similarly, E and H satisfy the second axiom of 

countability. By the-- Isomorphism between & and K* and between 

8 and II*, K* and H* and con sequent ly G* -are locally compact (cf. 

(13.4)) and satisfy the second axiom of countability; therefore 
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(17*5) applies)* the proof is complete* 

(23*8) If a locally compact topological group 0> satisfying the 

socond axiom of countability is decomposed into the direct pro¬ 

duct of its subgroups K and I?, then K is leoaorphic with the 

factor group G/R* 

since KA Mr f this theorem follows from (18*5)* 

(3S.9) Example 

Ihe points (or vectors) of the Gartoaian plane form an addi¬ 

tive topological group G; clearly, 0 is compact and satisfies 

the second axiom of countability* let E ho a straight line through 

the origin, of slgpe «t# and H th© set of all points whoso co¬ 

ordinates are integers. K and II arc normal subgroups of tho topo- 

. logical group 0, If Is denotes the product HE composed of all ele¬ 

ments of the for® h+n (h in S, n in If), ? is closed in G if ot 

ia a rational mimhor. It. follows that P io than loenlly compact* 

If however ft is irrational, P l^nslthcr closed nor locally 

compact* Here th© intersection D siiHS contains th© identity ©la¬ 

ment only* It io obviousj that th® result of (18*5) doss not hold, 

since E/D ia a discrete topological apace while P/ti is connected 

(the elements of H/D nro th© sets containing exactly cute of tho 

points with integral coordinates; the space P/ll is an aggregate 

of straight lines everywhere dense in tho plana)* ■ 

39* The inflate direct product 

[39*1] If M is a set Gg, of normal subgroups of n com¬ 

pact topological group o satisfying the second axiom of countabil¬ 

ity, tm my that 0 decomposes into the direct product of tho set 

M of its subgroups provided 



i) if K is the minimal normal subgroup of tho topological 

group G which contains all the subgroups of M, than HsOj 

ii) if Hg, is the minimal normal subgroup o? G containing 

the subgroups Gj, Qg, Ga.it 
Gn+1» aa+2* *•«» then 

the intersection off all the subgroups Hi, %, ••• con* 

talas only the identity a of C»» 

It should be observed that while apparently no difference 

exists between the statement in the present paragraph and that in 

[5*0}, the two definitions ere not equivalent; for in the decompo¬ 

sition of a topological group, all the subgroups in question must 

bo topologically closed# 

(39.1.1) If •'<* decomposes into the direct product of the subgroups 

{ Gi, Grg, ... ^ , then 0 can be decomposed into the product of two 

of its subgroups on and % (notation and conditions ns in LU.2J). 

By (13.4) GJJBH is compact, and since G is an 3-space, it is 

therefore closed end constitutes a normal subgroup of G by (18*4.2). 

Since G||Hn contains all the groups <»i, Gg, we have G&^s'G 

by it) of [19 #1). If fGjj* is the intersect ion of the subgroups 

Hi, Kg, %.i, i%+i, Hn*2, ..., then It la obvious 

from (ii) of [l9*l] tlrnt 0-n* 0 Ka 
a { • Therefore Gnf\!% s , 

and 0 decomposes into the direct product of On and Ba* 

19.2) if the compact topological group G satisfies the second 

asfcios of countability end dOcostposas into tbs direot product of 

the act Gi, Gg, ... of normal subgroups, then eysry clement 

Gj commutes with every element of Oj (i £ j); and if »i, xg, ... 

is a coquonco of elements in 0 such that x^ is in 0* for each i, 

then the infinite product xix2... converges, «nd ovary element in 
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0 has a -unique representation as such n product. 

The coasdltativlty was shorn is (5.8.2). 

To prove that xx^g.»• converges, writ© ym = s^xg...xa. Since 

the intersuction of all the sets Ea contains only the identity 

e, there exists for ovary neighborhood V -of a an integer t such 

that 1^0Hg/)CSf {of. (11.2.1)). If p>t and q>t, Sq^*1 

- 

is in Vj for yQyp x can he written 

ate., and since li^ is norra-il and contains all the zj except Xp 

H1OH2A...nHtO. 

0 is corapaot, and tharafor© the sequence y^, yg, ... has 

at least one limit point z. To show that this limit point is 

unique, tic suppose that xf {xf x*} is also a liisit point of 

yi* ^2* aE-<* that ^ fiIK' W* are neighborhoods of x and x* whoso 

closures do not intersect (ef. (10.8)). Then is a compact 

set (and therefore a closed set, since 0 is an 3-epace) not con¬ 

taining the identity e* Therefore e has a noighborhood V such that 

¥ does not intersect W*1T*^. Since x sad x* are Halt. points of 

yi* y2» *•»* there exist integers p>t and q>t such that yp is in 

O' and yf. is in U’; it follows that y^p**
3, is not contaicod in V, 

contrary to what was proved above. Therefor© ovary infinite product 

xixg.• • (x^ in G^) converges. 

Below, ns shall saako use of the fact that if the product 

, *.«, the 



xjxg*.* converges to x, then the product xgxs... converges to 

xi"^2Ci if G it? any neighborhood of x^**'*'*, x has a neighborhood V 

such that zj~\QU; and if every neighborhood ¥ of x contains 

all but a finite number of the elements ym, it follows that ovary 

neighborhood V of contains all but a finite number of the 

elements Xj .. 

It remains to shew that ovary element Jcrin G has m unique 

representation x« x^Xg... {x in G; i »1, 2, .-..} .Since G de- 

coaposos into the direct product of its subgroups Gn and IIn, x 

has by {5.6*1} a unicue representation x in Gn, % in 

%}. VJO detomin© x* by writing x = *XgZg s%
23= •*. and 

x’sxxxgxg... since by {5.6.1} and {19.1.1} this 

gives us x,x**1s (x^xg.. • Xjt. • .} xn~
3
-:srl~

1* Since the product 

xn+lxn-*'2*<,<* converge© to an clement y in HQ is a normal sub¬ 

group of G, contains the elements %*i*n+g*• • and is closed), 

:%{xntl
xn-^»• • ten*"* is ir* %» and sine© xj, xg, ...» %-l* and 

%****• or© in Hn# x*x*^ is in Ha, This holds for all s, and therefore 

x'x"1* ®, by ill) of [l9*l] 5 in other words x* x* *XjXg... . 

Suppose now that XgXg... ^x^xg1'*.* ^xj than x^^x^xg... 

*X1 *Xg*...* Since G decomposes into the direct product of 

and G^t and x can be expressed :‘Tiniquely in the form yz {y in 

%, z in GjJ, X|S||'« it follows now that XgXg... sXg’Xg’..., 

and we argue as before that Xg= x2*, etc. 

jl9«3} from a countable sot M of cosapact topological groups 

©1* Gg§ ... satisfying tho second axiom of countability, we con¬ 

struct a compact topological group satisfying tho second axiom 

of countability. The elements of G, the direct product of the 
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group a in li, are all the sequences x c £x^* Xg* ^ (7^ in Gn, 

n = 1, 2, ...). If x- ^x-j_* Xg, anfl y = {y^, y2, ... 

are too elements in G, TO define their product to be 

ay = Xgy2» ... ^ • We say that the set of sequences of the form 

x* =• £z-j_®, x2®» ... ^ is a neighborhood IT= tfCr) of the point 

x r ££-J_, Xgt •«♦ where for i =1, 2, ..., r tho element x^* takes 

on all values in a neighborhood % of the poiht xj in the group 

Gj, Philo for 1- rtl, r+2, •.. the ©lament Xj_* takes on all values 

in Oj* 

¥0 shall now show that the structure 0 ho si the promised pro¬ 

perties. 

(13 .3.3.} If 6j is the Identity ir, the group 0|, then for all 

x = (z^t Xg9 ... ^ in 0 wo have 

{xl* :c2» }{91* a2* ***^ a{.xl* Ti%* •••J -x* an^ 

{xl* x2* **• } {xX %2 ** = {el» a2» * 

therefore 0 contains an identity, and every element in G haa an 

inversea It is clear that the flrt too requirements in £l.lj ere 

satisfied. It follows that G is an abstract group. 

(23.3.2) W& examine next the topological properties of G. 

i) Clearly, each point of G has a neighborhood containing 

the point. 

ii) lot end ho any two neighborhoods of x, and 

suppose* for definiteness* that p ^q. 17^) i& composed of all 

points x* a {*!*• V* •••} where x^* lies irjsome neighborhood 

of in Gj* Xg? in aosse neighborhood tig of x«, in Gg, otc.; 

Xp^*, Xp*/^*, ... are any points in Op.x» Gp*g» ••• • iX sirailar 

statement holds for V^. But x^ in has a neighborhood % 

contained in Uj/TlTi (!=•!, 2, ..., q}. If we define if to be the not 

of points 2"= {x-f, xs", ... ^ where 2j” is in % (i =. 1, 2, 
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%ln is in Uj (i= q*l, q>2, .*•» p}, and Xj" is in G^ (i 

= p+l, p+2, *..}, than • 

iii) If ys {ji, y2, •••} is any point in the neighborhood 

of x, then the neighborhood iH>r) of y composed of the points 

y*a Sg’. ^ is contained in » provided that for 

isl, 2, r the point y^* in is -restricted to lie in'softie 

neighborhood of y$ where V$CUi* 

iv) If y* {yi» yg, z x2* ••*} » there exists 

an integer r such that It follows that x has a neighborhood 

which does not contain the point y* 

Cl3«3.3) Be observe that the neighborhoods of the form VfW const*- 

tute a countable sot, since Gj_ satisfies the second axiom of 

countability* Since Gg also satisfies the second axiom of count¬ 

ability, the neighborhoods of the form can bo arranged in a 

countable set of countable sots, end therefore they form.a count¬ 

able set* The cases of can he handled similarly* 

Since all the neighborhoods of the form TX^ are countable for 

each value of r, they are countable if r is allowed to take art all 

values 1, S, .*» • Therefore the topological space G satisfice 

the second: nxioo of countability* 

(J9»5.4) We show next that the topological apace 0 is compact* let 

x^# %^, ••* be any sequence of points Ifx^- s {
zi^s Xg^» •»• j , 

isl, 8, •**}* Since Oj is compact, we can select a subsequence 

x{lJ# x^
ai^, , ... such that the sequence 

xiui *x(v, in Gj converges to a point Xj.-For 

simplicity in the notation if© shall write x^t y^, y^» 

in place of ..., and for xp*n‘* 
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Similarly, the sequence , y^ , yj^, ..., contain^ a 

subsequence y^, y^nj), y^®*)» »•• uith tho property that 

the sequence x2^, Fg^^» yg^®b^, yg^®^, ... in Gg converts 

to a point a*,. ®e write x^, y^, a^, a^, ••• for this sub* 

sequence, and sr^ for (r= 3, 4, ..., 1*3, 4, .*»}* Con¬ 

tinuing this process Indefinitely, we obtain the sequence 

x^» y^, u^, ...,,converging, ns we shell sheer, to the 

point x* £x1# x2, •••} • 

Kow evaxy neighborhood of the point..x is of the fora U^, 

containing all points x* -, :c^>*, ... } where xj* is any point 

for 1 = 1, 8, ..., p and Xj is -any point in Gj for 

i s p*l, p^2, ... (Sj_ a .neighborhood of x^ in G^). For any fixed 

neighborhood of x and any integer 1 (i= 1, 2, ...» p), 

contains oil but a finite number of tho points 

7^SK *•** x>^"4^, and therefor© contains 

all but a finite number of the points 

Xj^* y^*^, »•»» r,^, ... . Therefore oil 

IrntPri. 'f|.v4&d<&itab8Sftj<aflnftha-.po.in.ta ,s y-y... ,, .... ora- contcinod 

but a finite number of the points x , y1 # ... ore contained 

in , and the sequence x^, 7^\ ... converges to x* But 
tho sequence is extracted from r^# x^, x^, ..., and so bare 

therefore shown that O is a compact sp^co* 

(19.3.5) It remains to show that the ’’roup operation in 0 is 

continuous. 

• ;■ If x end y are any two points in Q, and if is any 

neighborhood of xy“^, constructed from neighborhoods 
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%* %» l''p of *he •**» Wl* 

exist neighborhoods %* Vg# V of 

Xp r.g, >.t, Xp and y^» yg, ...» yp ouch that ^£
1‘jL~*

C''^i • 

Ci 1» 2, • ••)* Frojs thass neighborhoods wo can construct neigh¬ 

borhoods tjCp) and of x and y, respectively, so that 

lyCpJyCp) CW^» and the continuity of the group operation is 

established* 

(13.4) If G is the direct product of tho. topological groups 

Oj, 0j», *«., shore G^ is compact and satisfies the second Axiom 

of countability {i-1, 2, ...3» and if G^* Is the set of elements in 

G of the form x= {_^» Xp9 • •* ^ with x^s-o^ for i^k, then ovary 

sot G^* is a normal subgroup of the topological group G, and 

G is decomposed into the direct product of the subgroups 0^* 

(it “1» <i» 

fiat Gjj* is a subgroup of the abstract group G follows at 

one® from its definition. 3ince G is an G-space and G^* is ob¬ 

viously compact In the topological group G, Gj,’ is closed in G; 

I.a. Cfc* is a subgroup of this topological granp Q« Since nil the 

elements of G^* comcaste with all elements of Gj* (j#k), the 

subgroups G^* are normal* 

It remains to show that conditions Ci) and (ii) of [_19.l] 

are satisfied. Suppose that <3 is the minimal noxml subgroup of G. 

containing all groups and that x * xg, ^ is any 

element in G* Then tho sequence of elements yi, yg». ... 

(jn s {_xx* x2, xn, en4-x» oft+g» •••\ ) and sine® 13 

is closed and every neighborhood Qf x in G contains all tho 

elements yn - for n^p, R contains x. It follows that 11 = 0* 



If la the oinraal normal subgroup of 0 containing oil 

tho subgroups Oj,*, all elements of aro of the fox® 

X s^, 3C2» ...» :%«£» on, It is -ox? obvious that 

the only element of 0 contained in all the subgroups Is the 

element 8; eg, ... ^ • This conyletes th* proof* 

(19 »5) If 0 is a compact topological group satisfying the,second axiom 

of countability} if G Is decomposed into the direct product of a 

countable set {.0^, Go* ««• } of its subgroups; and if G^* is a 

topological group isomorphic with {k* 1, 2t ..*} and G* ,ia the 

direct product of the groups 0^’, Gg?, ..., thon the groups 0* 

and 0 ■ r>re isomorphic. 

hot be an isomorphic napping of the topological group 

Gj_* on G^ C i-1, 2, To ivory element x*« V‘ •••j 

in G* there corresponds an elament s»f( {x^** xg11, »**} ) 

* xxxg.where x^s ^(x^M* Since the representation of points in G 

as infinite products in unique (cf. (19.2)), the mapping f of G* 

on ” is one-to-one.• 

Suppose x = f { ^Xx*, xg*, • ••] ) iXiSg... and y - f( {yx** Jg*» •• 

s.yxyg... * Since xj_ and y^ commute when i 

{XxXg,..rs.^} (yj?2...yf.) - x-jy-^yg. • ‘Va* 3j-nec for svery neigh¬ 

borhood 5 of tho point ay there exist neighborhoods U and Y of tho 

points x and y ouch that WCW, and since every neighborhood of 

x (ofy) contains all but a finite number of the points (x^Xg...^) 

( of tho points (yiy2..*ya))» ■where a si, 2, it follows that 

tho infinite product • • converges to :<y. Therefore 

f^l,» :c2** yp% • ••) =f(xxyx, x£y2, ...}, mid we 

htsve established that the mapping t is algebraically isomorphic. 
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Wo show next that f is a continuous sapping of G* on 6. 

By it is sufficient to prove that for every neighborhood 

8 of the identity esBjego. in 3 there exists a neighborhood 

8^ of Q-s. {ux% e2% ... j in G* such that f(U^')c 8, 

Suppose that infinitely many if the subgroups of 0 have 

points not contained in the'neighborhood 8 of o in G. Then there 

exists a sequence of points a^, ^ (a^. in Q^.) converging 

to a point ac not in U, Each set % contains all of those points 

x2.t except possibly one, and since is closed, HQ contains x. 

Condition- (ii) of [_13»ll is thus violated, and it fallows that if 

0 is any neighborhood of x, then f^(Gj’)ci8 provided i exceeds a 

certain, constant p. 

But by hypthesis, the identity o^* of G^* has a neighborhood 

8^’ such that I*^{8j_T )CG 0C«^ = U^* If TO construct the neigh¬ 

borhood dv% of @f = {oj*t eg*i in G* frosa these neighbor¬ 

hoods Uj* (1 »1, 2, , p}, it is not? clear that f(U^)c.U, 

and f is proved to be a continuous Mopping. 

Since both G and G* are compact topological groups satisfying 

the second axiom of countability, we can apply (17.5), and f is a 

continuous' open one-to-one capping of Gf on 6; i.e. G* and 0 arc 

isomorphic topological groups, q.o.d. 

$9.6) Ihcaiaple 

Let Gj_, Gg, ... bo an infinite set of finite abstract'groups. 

If we topoiogise those groups by assigning to each element the 

oloaent itself as neighborhood, we obtain compact topological 

groups satisfying tho second axiom of countability. The direct 

product C of those topological groups is compact and satisfies 



the second axiom of countability (of. (19.3))* It is however 

not a discrete group* 

As a special case wa take as Gn the additire group of inte¬ 

gers modulo the a"®1 prim© integer* la the product^ of the discretely 

tapologised groups, the points are of the form x = (x^, xg, x*g, ... ] 

inhere xjsO, 1} jgS0, 1, 2; x^=0, 1, 2, 4; x^s. o, 1, ...» 85 

etc* The element x * {l, 0, 4, 3, 8, 12, 2, .*. ^ for example, 

has the following neighborhoods: 

U^s the sat of all points of G; 

all points of the form x® {l, Xg, Xg, x^, *.*y 

TJ^: all points of the form xs {l, 0, x^, x^, .*•} 

8^: x s ^1, 0, 4, 3, 8, Xg, X7, *.*^ 

We note that in tiny inflate direct product of topological 

groups Gj, Gg, .*, there exists exactly one neighborhood of tho 

form U<p) if and only if G^, Gg, ..*, Gp are discrete groups* 

20. Connected and gero-flirgansional groups 

(20*1) If G is a topological group and H is the component of the 

point e in the topological' space G (cf* (9.3]), then If is a nor¬ 

mal subgroup of the topological group G« 

Let a and b be two elements ir* II* By (14*2*1) and (9*4*1) 

alf^ is a connected set containing e (N**^ contains a“^). Therefore 

aH“*Cii; in particular ab~^ is in N, and by (2,2*1) H is a sub¬ 

group of the abstract group G* By (9*3*1) R is a closed sat in G, 

and therefore R is a subgroup of the topological group G* 
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If x is any ©lament in G, is a connected sot containing 

the identity, so that x*%xCB; i.o. M is a normal subgroup of the 

topological group G. 

[21.8} If the topological space of a topological group 0 is con¬ 

nected, l.e. if the component of e coincides with Cl, G is said to 

be a connected group. 

If the component of the identity of a group G contains only 

the identity, G is o O-diasnaional or totally disconnected group* 

(30.2 ,1) If G is n topological group and K the component of its 

' identiy, then the factor group G*s G/K is a O-dlmensioanl group* 

By [17.43 the natural homomorphic mapping f of G on 0* is 

open, la show first that if P* is the component of tha identity 

of G* and r tha aat of points in G which are mapped into F*, then 

the mapping f of tha aubapaco P on the subspacs P* is open. If 0 

is any neighborhood in P, there exists a neighborhood ? in G such 

that Ux ?n V (cf. {8.2.2}). Since f(U)sP$Of{v) and f is an 

open mapping of G on G% f (V) is an open sat in G*, and there¬ 

fore f(0) is as open set in the space P*. 

Suppose now that the group o* is not O-disaansional, so that 

P* contains elements other than the identity of G*, Tha identity 

of G* is the cosot He *U, and our supposition tapliss that P 

contains elements not in 1. Since M is a maximal connected set, 

this implies that P# AuB where & and B are non-essepty non-inter- 

sooting open sets in the space P (cf.(7.1.1)). Now the sets f(&) 

and f(B) do not intersect; for if a is an elearnt in A, then 

IfeCA* since Na is a connected set and therefore can not have 

points in B. But f(A) and f{8) are open sets in P% and therefor© 
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P* ia not connected, which is contrary to t.ho definition that P- 

is the component of the identity of 0*» 

(2D.3) If 0 is a neighborhood of a connected topological group 0, 

every element of G can be ropresentated as a finite product of ele¬ 

ments in U. 

lot ¥ ba the tsus of all sots of the form 15°. By {6.2.4} and 

{14.2.3) ¥ is an open set. If we con show that V is also a closed 

set, it will folio?? from the supposed connectedness of G that 

the Complement of V la empty, i.e. V* G. 

Lot a be a point of FF. Since alf“^ is open, it contains a neigh¬ 

borhood of a# and therefore a point b of V. By hypothesis 

b cujUg*..**^ (uj in U, i-1, 2, ra). But since b ia in ainl, 

b;c au^-j*^ (u^ in U). Therefore a= u1us..*umu13fl, end ¥ is closed* 

[33,4] If G is a topological group and tho clamant 3 commutes with 

every element In 0, z is a central clement of G; the set 2 of all 

central elements is tbs center of tho topological group G* 

(20,4.1) It follows from [4.2]and {4.2.1} that the center Z of the 

topological group G coincides with tho center of tho abstract 

group 0 and in therefore a normal subgroup of the latter, -to shall 

show that 2 is ejaloaed set, l.«. 2 io n normal subgroup of the 

topological group G. It will follow from {4.2.2} that every sub¬ 

group of the topological group Z is a normal subgroup of the 

topological group G. Such subgroups are called central normal 

subgroups of C. 

Suppose that 2 is not closed. Then 2 contains an element a 

and G an element x such that a’s x*“^ax£a. Since 0 la a regular 

space, there exist neighborhoods U and XJ1 of a and a* such that 
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0 ana 0* do not intersect (of* (10*2) and (14.4)). If V *300, a 

Is In V, since for every neighborhood If of a the intersection 

0 contains a neighborhood of a which contains points of Z, 

(a is contained in Z). But a* = sT^aar is contained in sT^Vx = x~^Vx ? 7 

( of* (14.2.1))* Bat 0* end f do/| intersect, sines vcu, Therefore 

a* cannot be in vt anf the contradiction proves that Z is closed# 

(20.9) Every discrete normal subgroup 0 (of. [6*9«0) of a con¬ 

nected topological group 0 is a central normal subgroup of G* 

If S Is a discrete normal subgroup of 8, each element a of 

E baa a neighborhood V of H containing no element of 1 other then 

the element a. By. (14.2) it follows fro® the relation ©~*ae r a 

that the identity a has a neighborhood 0 such that 0“^a0 d7* If 

u is any decent in 0, we have then tT^iaac^; bat since H is normal, 

we have also tiT^sacK, and it follows that u*iaa =a, since a is the 

only element of 8 in ¥. 

Sow let x be sny element in 6; by (20*3), we stay write 

xsuiu2—% (ttj in V, i pi, 2, ***, a)* Therefore sr^ax 

=a« Therefor® enary element in 8 belongs to Z; i.e. B is a central, 

normal subgroup of S, 

(23*6) If 0 Is a locally compact topological 0-dimensional group 

satisfying the second axiom of countability,every neighborhood 

0 of the identity of 0 contains a sot E which is open in 0 and 

which is a subgroup of the topological group Q. Since S is also 

a closed set, the space O/B ie by [17*4] discrete. 

The proof Is in thro© steps: 

(20.6.1) By (10*6.1}, the identity e of G has a basis of neighbor- 
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hoods Vp Vg, ... such that V^pV^ ^ (n = 1, 8, •»•}• % Hypoth¬ 

esis '{tiers exists in 0 a compact sot E containing e* s« say that 

a po: nt a in E can be connected to is over the sot jB bg. a_ chain 

of order n provided there exists a set of points aj., Gg, *••» aj- 

(a^-e* aj: - a) of fijsmeh that is in Vn {i =1, 2, «.*, k-1 j* 

We define the set 8^ an the set of points which can bo connected to 

© by chains of order n over the sot I* Every point of % can he con¬ 

nected to e by a chain of order a over the set v for if the point 

a in BJJ is connected to e by the chain cn, eg, ..., ov, the same is 

true of &i, ag, ..., aj»»2* Obviously '®nP\ael2- 

The sat % is open relative to !1| for if the point a in S can he 

connected to e by a chain of order a composed of k points, then 
of 

every point ^aV^fl S can bo connected to o by a chain of order n com¬ 

posed of kt-1 points* 

The set % is a closed end therefore compact set in the space Q; 

for the set E is chosen to be compact, so that any point not in S 

cannot belong to %• But if the point a in 1 does not belong to 

the set a%“^ cannot internect and agaiji a is not in S^* fnoro- 

fora 10- %. 

(H3.6.2) It© show next that the intersection E* of the sets Sg» ».* is 

connected* Since & is a O-discnsionsl group, it will follow that S*- jo| 

Suppose that E* is the SUB of two closed non-intersecting 

son-null sets A and B {o in A)* By (14.2*8) A****- is also closed, 

and therefore A~^> and B are both compact. If ci, eg, • •• is any 

sequence in A“^B, m can write cn - (an in A, bn in B), 

-1 -1 and from the sequence , ag , ... wo can extract a sequence 

••* converging to SOBS clement in A~** The set n 1 11Z 

of points bj^, bn^, ••• has at least one limit point b» and by 
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(ill’s) of [6«1] th© sot of points c^» eg, ... has the licit 

point c = In other words, A"% is compact and therefore 

closed. 

Since A and B do not intersect^ A**^8 doss not contain the i— 

duntity, and therefor© e hss & neighborhood V such that Vr%r**^ 

does not intorssGt A**^B (of* (14*2))* It follows that the sets 

Mr and 87r do not intersect (if av^ = bvg (notation obvious), 

then v^vg"1- a”^b)« 

If b is any point in B, b cannot b© connected to © by a 

chain of order r« For sinoelWj, and Wr do not intersect, such a 

chain would have two ’•adjacent'* points and contained in 

the sets Mv and BVr, respectively. The point a|~^ajV^ would' then 

be contained in both of tlia sets Vr and and therefore 

and A"% would intersect* It is therefore Impossible to 

connect b to e by a chain of order a {s ^.r)* But by (11*2*1), 

there exists an integer s (a>r) such that Z&CJ^7V, low any 

element b in 8 belongs to S_ and can therefor© b© connected to e 
S 

by a chain of order s. Th© contradiction proves that I* is a con¬ 

nected set* 

(20*6,3) 1© can no® proceed to the construction of the subgroup H 

of (20.6). If U* is any neighborhood of ©, it contains a neighbor¬ 

hood 8 such that 8 is co-paet. We apply the construction of (20*6.1) 

to the set B*U* By (iii’a) of [l4*lj the identity has a neigh¬ 

borhood V such that V®Oj# and by (11,2*1) and the fact that the 

sots .1^, Hg, ... aro closed and compact, there exists an integer 

t such that S^CV* But in (20,6.1) we showed that Eg. is open rela¬ 

tive to II, and by (8.2.2) there exists an open set I of the space 
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0 such that Kg= TJ/1W, Since :;Jg - VdlT^cII, we have then 

St = W/rl¥^lCW1«, i.o. IJmiC-Unw. Bat obviously 0/GilDGOf, 

end therefore Eg = JSf) tj sines Sg is the intersection of two open 

sots in G, Eg is opart in G* 

ts conclude the proof by shoeing that the set Eg which *?© 
(t'W 

have shorn to he/I open and closed set contained in 0 is a subgroup 

'of the abstract1 group G* 

Every point in Ig® catt p© connected to e by a chain of order 

n over Sg®j for if a and b are tso elements in Sg, 'connected to 

© by chains of order t of the fora a^, a^, »••» Ojj and 

^1* kg» *•*» respectively, than the chain 

al* a2* **•» a» a^l* ^2* ***» a\ 13 a c&ain of order t, since 

(abj^J=■ H"*^3i+1* ^*nca and Y^CLV, it follows that 

Eg^cG and therefore by deflation of lg that Eg2= Eg* By induction 

= Sg Cfflsrl» 2* •••)» 

To show that Bg^CLSg, vie eoneidcr, for any element a in 

l P Eg, the sequence a , a , the points of which we have shown 

to be contained in Eg* Sines lg is compact, it contains a limit 

point for this sequence* This implies that corresponding to cay 

neighborhood of the Identity there exist integers a and a’ 

(a* >a) such that a® a® *®i s^is in ?n (cf. {iii} of 

[14*4])• How lot b be a limit point of the sequence a , a1- ,«** 

Then every neighborhood of ab contains points of the sequence 

a^i, a^i, . Therefore ab = e, b = a”^* Since Eg is closed set, 

b is in Eg, i*e* Sg*^CEg* By (2*2.1 b) the proof is complete. 

(SD.7) If 0 is a compact topological 0-dirasnslonal group satisfying 

the second axiom of countability, ©very neighborhood G of ths 
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identity of 9 contains a sot K which Is open in 0 and which is a 

norma 1 subgroup of the topological group Q. Moreover, the space 

G/K is by ^17. dj both discrete and compact and is therefore 

finite. 

In other words, if in (20.6) we strengthen the condition 

of local compactness of G to eoispactness of G# the subgroup in the 

result becomes a normal subgroup, and the apace Of its factor 

group a finite space. 

la Construct the subgroup B an in (20.6) end denote by S 

the intersection of all the sets x“^Hx, where x is an arbitrary 

element of G. It ia easily verified that the sets ac*’,%bc ore subgroups 

of G, and by (13.1) S is a subgroup of G* If n is any element in 

1, sT^nx belongs to H for all x in G, and therefore H is normal. 

la show next that B contains a neighborhood ¥ of the identity. 

Since If is a group, it. will follow that for any point a in H, H 

contains, a neighborhood fa, i.e* 1 ia an open set, and the proof 

of the theorem will be complete. 

If no neighborhood ¥ of e is contained in S, G - If contains 

a sequence of points s^, a2, ... converging to e. Sines not each 

of the sots x“%3C contains the point a^, wo can write 

si- in G - II, i =1, 2, ...}, Sines G is compact wo 

may suppose tk&t the sequence' a^, ag, ... and the elements 

xx, x2# bx» b2, ... have been selected so that the sequences 

Kl* x2* ’** an^ bl* b2* *** converge to x and b, respectively. 

Since H is an open set, b belongs to G - H. Moreover, sine© 

al* ag* converges to e, x“^bx =•c, l.o. b —x. Bat this is 

Impossible, since o belongs to' II. fho contradiction completes 
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tho proof* 

(83*8) If G is a,topological 0-dimsn’ional group, it has no con¬ 

nected subset containing more than one element. 

For if $ wars a connected subset of G cental ring two dio- 

(g0*9) If every neighborhood U of the identity of the topological 

group G contains an open subgroup S of the group 8, G is a 

O-diraonsional group* 

We note that this theorem is not exactly a converse of (20.6)* 

For nothing is daid about compactness of local compactness of G* 

If U is any neighborhood of e in G, G decomposes into two 

non-intersecting non-null open sets H and G - H such that HCtF, 

The component of the identity is connected and must therefor © 

contain no elements other than a* 

(23,20) Examples 

(23*10.1) let 0 be the direct product of the discretely topologissed 

finite groups G^t Gg, ***{cf. (19*6))* If Qy. denotes the set of all 

elements of the form at - {x^, Xg, ••• ]• (x^= ©^, i -1, 2, .**, k), 

we see at once that % is a normal subgroup of the topological 

group G, It is easy to see that if U is any neighborhood of 

thfe identity of G, then ^sa U. G is a O-dimsnsional group, by (za§) 

(29*10*2) 1st G be the additive group of real numbers topologiaed 

in the ususal way, and H the set of all rational numbers* H is a 

subiptiup of the abstract group G, and therefore e topological 

group (of* (16*2))* Since the component of zoro in H contains 

tinet elements a and b, the sot Ea“^ would be a connected set 

containing tho identity and the point ba**^ e, contrary to the sup¬ 

position that the component of e is the set 
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only zoro, S is a 0-dimensional group# «e not© however that S can b@ 

generated by any neighborhood of its identity, so that (£0.3) 

applies to some groups that are not connected* By (20*9) wo 

deduce that soffit neighborhood If of tho identity H contains no 

open subgroups of H, and therefore that (S3*6) does not apply 

to general O-dimsnslonal groups (H satisfies the second axiom of 

countability, but is not locally compact* 

SOU local isomorphism 

[s3Ul]i!te?o topological groups 0 and G* ar© locally isomorphic If 

there exist noighborboodasU and G* of tho identities © and ©* 

and a hosGoraorpMc mapping of G and such that 

1) If the elements x, y, and xy belong to G, then 

f(xy) 

ii)if the elements x*f y*, and x*y* belong to G*, then 

f^x'y*} - t~lU*)f~l(Y7). 

We include two-relations that are immediate consequences 

of (i)s 

ill) f(e)=e's 

iv) If x and x~* are in G, f(x*1)-{f(x))*•*-. 

(iii) follows fro® the fact th't © and ee are contained in 

II, s& that f(e) =f(o)f(e)* (iv) follows fron^he feet that f(ae)f(x“^) 

— t (xx®1)-©** 

We con show, moreover, that (11)lie a consequence of (1)* 

If (1) is satisfied for a neighborhood U of the identity w© 

choose a neighborhood V such that and w® writ© f(¥) =¥•« 

Clearly condition (i) is satisfied for 7* How let x*, y*, and 

x*y* belong to V*f an- write x = f“^(x*}, y = f“^(y* )* Then xy is 

In G, and t erefore f(x)f(y) = x’y*. i#e* f“1(x*y*) - f*(x* )f*^(y’), 

and (ii) is satisfied for V* 
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(2L*2) If H la a discrete norms! subgroup of the topological 

group G, than the groups G and 0*=G/0 are locally compact* 

Let f bo tbs natural homomorphic mapping of G on Gf 

(of*. (I?e4))? and let 9 be a neighborhood of the identity of 

0 containing no ©lament of N other that a. If 0 is a neighbor¬ 

hood of a in Q such that tflOT^c Wt and if we write f{0) = 0% the 

mapping f ia ono-to-one between U and 0** For if the two ele¬ 

ments x and y in 0 have the same image, i.e* belong to the 

same coset of 0, then xy~* is in I! r\Wt and therefore xy"*^ e# 

i.e. s - y. By ^17*4 ]f is an open and continuous mapping, and 

since it is one-to-one it ia homomorphic* 

(201*3) If G and G* are two connected.-locally isomorphic topological 

groups, there exists a group H with two discrota normal sub- 

■to 

groups M and il* such that G and G* arc isomorphic* the tho factor 

groups H»!3 and ll/H’, respective Jy* 

fhore exist neighborhoods U and 0* of the identities of G 
■v 

and G* and a mapping f of 0 on 0* so that the conditions of [si.l] 

are satisfied. For simplicity in the discussion we assume that 

0~^ = G. This is not an essential restriction; for if X is a 

system of neighborhoods 0 of the identity, we can replace the 

system Z by £* a system.of neighborhoods 0*= 0fY0“^ (0 in I ), 

without altering the topological properties of the space* Ivory 

sat 0 contains a.set 0*. 0* is an open set, and by {ill* b) of 

[l4*lj 0* contains a neighborhood 0^ of the system E such that 

01tr
1c0** 

By K we denote the direct produet of the groups O and G* 

{of. ["lS.?]), and by V the net of elements ia K which can bo 

represented in the form (xt f(x}}, whore x is in 0. The set H we 
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definoto be the set of all elementa in K which can be repre¬ 

sented as a finite product of elements in V; l»e. 

H »?U¥^UV®U ... . Be cause IS = TJ*\ B is a subgroup of the ab¬ 

stract group 1, and it is therefore a topological group, by {16*8)* 

However, we shall introduce a different topology into H* lot { 

be a sjratea of neighborhoods of the identity of the group G 

{where the index0*., in general, takes on the values of n non- 

countable set), and let [tf.jjbe the system of neighborhoods in K 

G' a 
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of the fora U^* - f (tJ*,). We denote by the net in E composed 

of all points of the form (x, f(x)> where x is in and we 

topologiae H by choosing as system of neighborhoods for tha iden¬ 

tity the system of sets . By (15,8), (15.8,1), and (15.3) 

this establishes a topology for H. 

With ©very element z-{xt x*) in K v?e associate the element 

x in 0, and we write g(a)= g(x, x*) ~x* Obviously g is a homomor¬ 

phic trapping of the abstract group K on the abstract group G, 

and therefore g is also a homomorphic mapping of the abstract 

group H on some subgroup Gm of the abstract group G* Mow g(V) u U, 

and therefore UcG^. ait by (S0.3) G is generated by U, and since G* 

.is a subgroup of tha abstract group G, wo have 0*-G, 

Moreover, since giV^ } =V^t it follows by (17.3) that g is 

an open continuous homomorphism of the topological group H on the 

topological group G* 

By (17.4.1) the topological group G is isomorphic with the 

factor group H/K, where H is the kernel of the homomorphism g. 

The neighborhoods of the identity of H contain no elements 

of H other than the identity of the group N, since H is com¬ 

posed of all elements of the form (o, z*) s and of elements 

of the form (x, f(x}}« Therefore H is a discrete normal subgroup 

of H. 

Since 0 ahd G* enter into the construction of the topological 

group It in a symmetrical asnneff, it is obvious ham a discrete 

noranl subgroup K* can be constructed so that Gf Is Isomorphic to 

the factor group H/N*. 
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(2U4) Ssatapl© 

If a ia the a&2iti?e group of mol numbers and N the -sub¬ 

group of.all integsrs, it follows from {&U2} that the groups 

0 and 0/8 sre locally isomorphic* But O/Jf is compost, oM 0 is not 

compact} therefore the two groups or® sot Isossorphio. 
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